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the official church failed to exhibit the prophetic spirit!

rt should
make a tremendous act of pcnitence for having failed so long and on
so wide a scale to behave as the champion of the oppressed and the
weak; for having so often been on the wrong side.,;
The church no less than the moralising poriticians and secular
champions of christian ethics have ind.eed merited the rebuke:
l'+dge not that ye be not judged, for with what judgment ye
judge ye shall be judged; and with what mcasure ye mete, it shall
b-e measured unto you." what judgment on those responsible for
the destruction of Hiroshima was forthcoming from tf,ose who so
piously declare their concern for the individual and their detestation

of policies which justify ruthless means to achieve their ends?
where r-s the religious and moral protest against the repression of
the exploited colonial people of the East rndies and Airica, or of
the imperialist wars now being waged in rndo-china and Malaya? A
Ionely Bishop and a courageous priest may protest against racial
discrimination in south Africa, but the vast majority of christians
both here and in the United Statcs show little conelrn.,
Professor George Thomson has said: "It is the habit of the
bourgeoisie to charge their opponents with their own delin9]!1cie1." Certainly it is among themselves that we find everything
which the critics of communism attribute to their opponents. The!
even admit it, for Press and pulpit arc loucl in their lamentations
over the decadence of our times, its sordid commercialism, its
growing and uncontrollable crimc, its immorality and corruption.
rn spite of this their mairr attacl< is directcd not against their
own civilisation b,t against those who arc working foia complete

reconstruction of society.
These reflections would suggest that thc moral judgment is not
as detached a*d objective as it always claims to be. Morality is
never unbiased, but is invariably, either in its formulation of
principles or their application, thc expression of men,s actual
interests, which in every class society, revear themselves as the
interests of a class. Engels said: "Men, co,sciously or unconsciously,
derive their moral ideas in the last resort from the practical relations
on which their class position is based-from the eeonomic relations
in which they car.ry on production and exchange. . . . Morality was
alwavs a class morality: it has either justilied the domrnation and
1

The recent confercnce of the l)utch Reformed church of South Aftictr has put it
that the policy of aparlhc'idhas full strnction in ttrc piincipie. oi ir." Cr."i"tiu"

3i.t_"."-:_",1
relrgron.
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the interests of the ruling class, or as soon as the oppressed class hasl
become powerful cnough, it has represeuted the revolt against this,
domination and the future interests of the oppressed."t "E!ghLl'
says Marx, whethcr it be equal right or any other kind, "can never
be higher than the ec-onomic structure of society and the cultural
development thereby determined."e If that is the case then neither'
the moral principles of society as they are set forth by bourgeois
moralists nor thc ethical assault on Marxism are as absolute as
is assumed. "Your very ideas," says The Communist Manifesto,
"are but the outgro'rvth of thc condition of your bourgeois production and bourgeois property." The bourgeoisie has transformed
into eternal laws of nature and of rcasoll, the social forms springing
from their special mode of production and in consequence the
cxalted principles on the basis of which it criticises Marxism are
revealed as "so many bourgeois prejudices behind which lurk in
ambush just as many bourgeois intercsts."

II
Marxists dcrive morality not from any transcendental source, or
fixed principles of right, but direclly from the needs of ntcn living
sociallv. What functions do ethical beliefs fulfiI? In gencral terms
they make it possible for mcn to live together in society; without
them, mankind would be no more than a collection of animals or
isolated egoists, perpetually battling each for himself alonc. They
reflect certain relationships betwecn man and man which themselves arise out of the \\,ay mcn grapple with naturc to get a living.
Under specilic conditions certain ends come to be valued and
certain duties are regarded as essential. Thus in any society a
moral codc cmerges reflecting the mode of conduct necessary for
its survival and is regarded as final and absolute. Frequently it is
supported by supernatural sanctions.s
2 llorx, Critiquc oJ the Gotha Programme.
1 Engcls, Anli.-Diihring, p. lo7.
3 Such a moral codc is not, as some naturalistic philosoplties havc supposed, a
rcflection of human nattlrc as such, or of social lifc :r,s such, as though thcre could be
but one pattern of society, a.nd onc typc of lruman nature, On thc contrary it depends
on the particular stagc of mal's productive lil'c, since it is that that clctcrmines thc
pattern of social relations. Ir-or the same reason Mtrrxism rcjects the relativism which
rt'gards moral systems as alrnost a matter of accident or rvhim. Irrom this point oI
r.icw the significance of the social pattern is obscure and the moral code has no
Jr:rrticular purposc. A pcople chooscs, apparently of its own free will, whatcvcr type of
social organisation antl ethical cotlc it wishcs to bave (Boas, Benedict, llcad and
kinrl is disposcd to treat the human nature which is
thcir scl
ar fotm of society as absolute, It is tluitc unable to
rcally tl
:rct:ourrt
or the development of morality or for the conflict of
cthi<,rl systcms aud it has, ofcourse, no standard by which to evaluate thc different
Ibrms of ethical life.
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It is sometimes argued that any naturalistic account of human
morals necessarily implies the rejection of moral values. But this
is to assume that matter and mind are two fundamentally different
substances and that Marxists, rejecting mind, are therefore limited
to a mindless and valueless material world. Marxists, however, do
not reject moral values or reduce the world to mindless matter.
They regard all mental, moral and spiritual phenomena as aspects
of matter at the human level of development, just as life itself is
an aspect or mode of behaviour of matter at a particular leoel.
Marxists not only derive morals differently from idealists, they
reject one kind of morality and accept another. They have a
different conception of morality. fdealism strips the material world
of life and value, which are then derived from outside it and beyond
it. Marxism finds in the material world itself, in its developed conditions, and as an integral part of it, both mind and value, thus the
one view degrades the material world, the other elevates it.
The idealist cannot find any good that is not derived from some
supernatural source of value. Unless it is thus rendered valid he
cannot see how we can know that it is good. In acknowledging
values we are implicitly recognising an ideal that belongs to the
spiritual world, and that is manifesting itself either in some good
or beautiful thing or in some form of conduct which we morally
approve. As a corollary it is oftcn asserted that those who reject a
transcendental source of value are reduced to merely physical satisfaction, since there can be nothing else that they can mean by "good."
Such a view reveals at once its own inadequate conception of
human life, for this is considered to be, in itself, and apart from a
special supernatural endowment, merely driven by organic needs
and elementary sensual appetites. Everything beyond these is
removed from the sphere of nature to the realm of spirit, of the
ideal. But Marxists do not take this reductionist view of human
life and therefore have no need to postulate a spiritual sphere to
take care of the human qualities which the idealist has extruded
from naturc. Idealism is the reverse side of a false materialism, and
this crude materialism is the other side of an idealism which places
morals and all other values outside the purview of science. Such an
external counterposing of ethical values with organic needs is false.
Science elucidates the genesis of new, specifically human forms of
mental and moral life but not in detachment from organic needs.
The moral emerges with the social because "thc very fact of social
life and social divison of labour naturally, by an internal necessity,

brings it about that the activity of man is directly aimed at the
satisfaction not merely of his own personal needs but of those of
society as well . . . this implies the transition to new specifically
human forms of motivation which are both genetically connected
with organically conditioned needs and qualitatively diverse from
them."r
Neither is there anything transcendental about the conception
of the good, nor does it need validation from the plane of the
absolute. The qood is never ahsolute. bxt it is none the less goo{
for that. What is good we determine on the basis of experience
as interpreted by scientific social understanding and organisc
into our scheme of life. In all societies man cre-ates qn the
basis of what is goo-d Stor binr, ideals of wha.t he wanLs his
Iife to be and judges thiugs and evelts as goad, qr bad in
so far as they help or hinder him in pursuing these ideals. Good
may be determined by deficiency. Heat is good when you are frozen,
food is goodwhen you are hungry. The good is strictlyrelative to our
actual condition at the moment. Good will be relative firstly to
wants most felt at the particular level of technical and social development and in relation to the particular environment, and secondly to
onc's class position as master or slave, as worker, peasant, landlord
oremployer, as we shall see later. If the idealist still persists in telling
us that we cannot be sure that what we feel to be our vital needs are
really good unless we can show that the values embodied in them
are values "good in themselves, " and independent of man, of history
and of conditions, if he still asks how it is possible to "ptove" that it
it is better to be healthy than diseased, to have a sufficiency of
food, clothing and shelter rather than a deflciency, to enjoy economic
security rather than to suffer insecurity, most sensible people would
be puzzled that anyone should require "proof" of these things and
would regard it as more important to consider how such values can
be attained rather than what grounds there are for considering them
to be valuable. We rightly suspect, if not the intentions and conscious
motives, at least the actual social consequences of prolonged
philosophising about whether life is better than death or health
preferable to disease. Selsam has suggested that queries of this sort
come from an ideology of moral cynieism and nihilism which in the
irrtcrests of the status gzo seeks to hold back man's advance to
thc gcrreral satisfaction of such fundamental needs.
Thc naturalism that derives morals from the social nature
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of man marks a considerable advance on all dualisms of mind an-d
matter and all transcendentalisms. It rightly rejects as childish
the idea that unless standards and rules are absolute, and hence
eternal and immutable, they are not rules and criteria at aII. But
it is in the same danger as absolutism of accepting the special
needs of a class society as somchow a reflection of the "nature"
of man, or, by failing to detect the real origin of social institutions
and codes, of taking a completely rclativist and subjectivist attitude
toward them. Thus a Freud or a RusseII finding men in the particular circumstances of our time in almost perpetual conflict,
attributcs this to the natural aggrcssiveness of man, while some
anthropologists explain regressive forms of social life as due to pure
chance, just as subjectivists explain moral judgments as mere
expressions of personal feeling. Thus naJuralism eventqfl\' finds
itself as little able to understand thc real function of morality as
transcendentalism. Whcthcr mcn cxplain human behaviour as due
to the laws of God or the nature of man, as Marx said, "the
phantoms of their brains have gained the mastery over them. They
the creators have bowcd down before their creatures."r For t'the
human essence is no abstraction inherent in each single individual.
In its reality it is the ensemble of thc social relations."s

III
We therefore need a much morc speciflc and concrete account of
the real meaning of any particular moral code. Putting aside both
human nature as such and moral principles as such, we find men's
behaviour arising from their real intcrests however much this
dependence is concealed from them. AII notions of right and wrong,
justice and injustice, altruism and egoism reflect the actual social
condition of those who hold them. There is no human action that
can be pronounced a priori to be right or wrong without regard to
circ:unstances- It follows that the precepts of moralit-v will change
with changes in the c.-oudjtion of societv; if we rvant to know
what is ultimately responsible for the appearance of any particular
form of morality or ethical conflict rve shall have to ask what
iletermines these changes in the condition of society. Marxists
relate these conditions to thc general system of production and the
:lass interests involved.
This relativity does not however invalidate ethics; on the
2 lbi&
ll\Iarx, The German ldeology.
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contrary it alonc can give morals significance. "A morality to suit
all periods and aII conditions is never and nowhere applicable,"
says Engels. It is because rnorality is always and in all places
relative to circumstances that it is binding at any time or in any
place. Just as it is a delusion to suppose that because all our
knowledge is relative and partial that it is theleforc untrustworthy,
so it is equally a delusion that moral ideas are invalidated because
they arise out of particular conditions of social production and
organisation. How else could they be cornpetent and relevant?
'Ihe validity of ethical judgment is not abstract but concrcte and
resides in its vcry lack of metaphysical cncumbrance. This strict
dependence is nrorality's very sanction.
But when we say that morality can only be understood on the
basis of actual conditions lve must remember that society as it
has existed for the whole of the historic ocriod has been a class
society, that is to say divided into groups occupying a particular
status in relation to the mcans of production, I freeman and slave,
patrician and plebcian, lord and scrf, guildmaster and journeyman,
wage earner and capitalist. Thcse divisions give rise to as many
ways of looking at the world and therefore to rival ethical codes.
The succession and variety of moral codes is a succession and
variety of rnoralfacl. Whether consistcnt or inconsistent there they
are and our intcrest should bc primarily in how they develop and
what purposes they serrre. Thcre was a morality for slavery, nor
could the slave possibly have had the ways of seeing and the
passions and the scntimcnts of his master. There was a moralityl
for the peasant conditioned by his servile status, his ignorance
and his superstition, as wcll as by the co-operative lif'e of his
villagc. There was a morality for thc 'way of life, rcgulated and
monotonous, of members of thc trade guilds, whose existence
seemed embedded in a providcntial plan; but quite another for the
modern proletarian with his ncw economic relationship to the
employcr. There is a morality for the modern industrialist, but it is
not that which arises from the conditions of serenity and irrtellcctual elevation w'hich gave to the Athenian his virtue.2 "What
power of docile Christian persuasion'will extract from the Souls of
I It nrust not bc supposed
o-rlay are crystallising in the West
t thLrt it was always the case that
irrto tlrc mnin distinction of
gels spcak of no lcss than a dozen
tlrr.r'c wcrc so few cllss disti
cl:rss<'s irr various courrtries and rt vlrious timcs evcrr within thc earlier modern
pt'riorl, :rnr[ in many countries to-dry the peasantry constitutc an irnportant class
t:vcn il'it is not a cl:rss s'hich can lctd.
2
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attacks at thcir
,,.,", authority
of the existing order is based . . . the gravamen of the Marxist
revolution is . . . that it has called in question the rnolal authority
of the ideals and principles of .western democracy by declaring them
to be a reflection of the interests of a privileged class."l The fact
that such an assault undermines the moral authority of the ruling
class and saps its own faith in the sincerity and efficacy of
the principles on which its rnoral authority rests, shows how
influential ethics can be as an agent of social change.
Thus ethics do not merely reflect conditions. They are social
forces; powerful to change society or to defend it from unwanted
change. Ethics therefore must not oniy be related to the general
conditions of production and social life, but to the conflict of classes
which arises out of these conditions. That is to say ethics can only
be understood in telms of the class irrterests they are called upon to

the modern proletarians their natural reasons of hate against their
oppressors? If they wish that justice be done, they must appeal
to violence; ancl before the love of one's neighbour as a universal
law can appear possible to them, they must imagine a life very
different from the present life which makes a necessity of hatred.
In this society of differentiations, hatred, pride, hypocrisy, falsehood, baseness, injustice and aII the catechism of the cardinal
viccs and their accessories make a sad appendage to the morality,
equal for all, upon rvhich they constitute ihe satire."r The mistake
is to recognise this for every past morality but not for our own,
which is supposed to be something more sublime, and to proclaim
our limited purposes and procedures to be for the absolute welfare
of humanity.
It is inevitable that a ruling class should enforce its special
needs under the form of prescribed right and the step to an
absolute right from that is a short one. But no universal validity
can be granted to such rights. They remain strictly limited to
the class interests they serve. Thus the ruling ethical conceptions
of any age will be those reflecting the needs of the ruling class, upholding and sanctioning conduct in harmony with its interests and
with the needs of the established economic order. Such a code will
acquire a special sanctity and its principles .will be regarded as
absolute, unchanging and authoritative. Members of the ruling
class inevitably identify the particular social order rvhich they
have created with the principle of order itself. They regard the
threat of a competing political older as synonymous with the peril
of chaos, and its reprcsentatives as violatols of eternal sanctities.
Yet in fact nothing can prevent the rise of ideas and ethical
principles reflecting interests which are opposed to those of the
ruling class. When such an opposition becomes that of a new class
rising to porver and seeking to change the relations of production
in its own favour, it asserts itself as a political forcc and the new
ethic becomes an instrument in the struggle for power. The morality
which thus arises out of a particular situation becomes a powerful
instrument helping to transform the very social order which produced it. In that case it wiII challenge the moral code which
expresses and supports the established order, attacking those
elements in it which reflect only the needs and conditions of the
ruling class. As Professor Carr says "a true revolution is never
c ont c nt rn er elv
g or d er' b ut
, in;,,*:;" ;
.""'stin

through all the successive forms of social lif'e and are to be found in
all ages and climes? There certainly seem to be. But, as Engels
pointed out, since these successive forms are found within thc
general system of exploitation characteristic of class society from
slavery to capitalism, they necessarily have much in common,
Thus in all forms of property owning society the moral law, "Thou
shalt not steal," will appear. Is it therefore an eternal and
absolute prohibition? "By no means," replies Engels. "In a society
in which the motive for stealing has been done away with, in which
therefore at the very most only lunatics would ever steal, how the
teacher of morals would be laughed at who solemnly tried to proclaim the eternal truth; Thou shalt not steal!"2
When we consider such principles as equality and. brotherhood,
which ha'ye often been supposed to be the very ideals from which
socialism is derived and which give it its high moral quality, we
shall find that equality far from being an absolute moral ideal reflects
the concrcte demand of some section of the population discriminated against. It implies an inequality against which people
arc fighting. Thus it arises under particular circumstances and only
has rneaning in thcse circumstances. In the period of the French
Itcvolution and in the eighteenth century it expressed thc needs
of thc bourgeoisie when rising to power and demanding equality
1 It). lI. Crrrr, The Sooiet Impact, p.98.
z Anti-Diihring, p. lO7.
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before the law and the ending of economic privileges. But it was
magnified into a general principle of abstract right, for every class
aim (up to the time of Marxism) is invariably formulated in this
way, i.e. as though it were derived from a principle which had
nothing to do with class interests. Two things followed: firstly,
classes which were themselves exploited by the bourgeoisie as well
as by feudalism adopted the principle because it expressed their
interests too, thus giving the principle a more extensive range and
a different contentl secondly, the most it ever represented for the
bourgeoisie, who were making the running arrd fighting for political
power and whose interpretation of the principle was the one that
could be enforced, was a demand to end feudal privileges, and its
main significance was seen in the kind of freedom and equality of
rights which developing capitalism required.l As Engels points out, as
adopted and developed by the proletariat this principle is interpreted in an anti-capitalist sense, although it is based on the capitalists' own asscrtions, since it is the workcrs' demand for the abolition
of classes and not merely of class plivileges; this follows because the
inequality as between owner and propertyless proletarian is what
matters to bhem. This demand for equality will spread to every
part of the world in which either feudal privilege, racial discrimination, sex inequality or capitalist exploitation is found. It will be a
valid moral demand for all rvho suffer under any fbrm of discrimination. It will never be accepted as morally valid by any class
whose privileges are thereby attacked: cither they will deny it
absolutely, if they themselves have no privileges to attack, or they
will formulate it in such a way as explicitly to deny its wider application, as the founders of the American Republic did when they
excepted slavery from its meaning.
When all privilege ends, the slogan disappears since it is of no
signifi.cance except in the story of past struggles. It thus ccase-s to
be a moralguneiple_because it is no longer challenged.
The prrnciple ot human orotherhood again has narrower limits
than thc word suggcst. In fact it has either stood for thc rathcr
close fellowship of tribe, or club, or association, zealously looking
after its own intercsts; or it has sprung from a deep social need,
a burning sense of injustice, an encrgetic will for something which
is the opposite of the condition of exploitation ancl misery which
prevails. But once again the ideal of "brotherhood" inevitably
becornes a transcendental principle, by the favourite ideological

method which first creates a concept from particular experience
and then deduces reality from this mental image and ideal. This
principle also is seized upon by the suffering and given a content
far beyond the class aims of their exploiters, who are thereby
required to interpret, qualify, Iimit and in every possible way take
the edge off the ideal to which they pay lip service. Ilence the
glaring hypocrisy of bourgeois moralists, who find no difficulty
in professing the brotherhood of man as a principle while maintaining aII the privileges of their class, accepting without question the
exploitation of the colonial peoples and fighting hard for the
economic victory of their country over its trade rivals.
The principle cannot of course be accepted in its widest sense by
an exploiting class or, if it is so accepted, it will be found impossible
to realise it. Nor, of course, can it be accepted by the proletariat if
it means loving the exploiter. Ilence the emptiness and vagueness
of aII such ideals. If they are above the interests of any class they
are in the interests of nobody in particular and are simply nobody's
business. But once again if the proletariat achieves that limited
relative brotherhood which is the expression of its own class interests it brings into view and makes possible a real, universal
society, in which "the free development of each is the condition
for the free development of all." This is real universal brotherhood,
and this is the only means for its realisation. It is however a road
which the bourgeoisie, proclaim the ideal though they may, can
never tread.
It has sometimes been supposed that the validity of socialism
depends on some such principle as "treat every man as an end in
himself and never merely as a means" being accepted as a priori,
as true in advance of and independent of experience, conditions or
even consequences. But "nothing in heaven or earth has decreed
that men ought to treat one another as ends and not means, nothing
except men themselves as a result of the concrete conditions of their
social development. . Workers are becoming aware that they
are being treated as means and are demanding that they be the end
of production. The working class cannot and does not need to derive
its principles from anything other than its own interests which
are eventually those of mankind as a whole. The working class has
discovered that it is exploited. It does not like being exploited
and mcans to do away with exploitation. The conditions of modern
industry the productive forces developed by capitalism taken
togethr:r with the capitalist relations of production-are such that

.

Engels, Anti-Dilhring, pp. 116-21.
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the workers cannot see any good reason why they who do the
work of the world should not themselves reap the fruit of their
labour, that is, be the end of prod.uction."l
Therefore when the workers become not only conscious of their
sufferings but aware that they are totally unnecessary and that it
is possible to end them by eliminating an owning class, there is
no need to invoke general principles to justify their awakened
moral feeliDgs as if they could only be considered valid if derived
from such a principle. Only concrete right exists. Principles are
formed by abstracting from actual demands and thus creating
general notions. If we then derive the "justice" of a particular

inflict hardship on the community. Under the stress of poverty
and exploitation it becomes impossible for him to kecp those
precepts which aII agree in accepting as right in general. The
capitalist also finds himself breaking them, constrained by thc
necessitics of profit. Competition, the nced to reduce costs, thc
struggle for markets, the need to rcduce wages or sack redundant
workers, the oppoltunity for securing cheap native labour, the

demand from a principle thus established we are not really finding
some external guarantee of its valiclity; we only imagine that we
do. That being the case the less we have to do with "principles" the

better.

V

In quite a different category are certain simple rules of human
society: honesty, ldnclness, ptily, comradeship and the like. It is
often declared that Marxism rejects these out of hand. That is not
so. Marx speaks of "the simple larvs of morals and justice which
ought to govern the relations of individuals."'
ienin speaks of "the observance of the elcmentary rules of
social life, known for centuries."s AII Marxist writing is obviously
deeply concerned with moral questions.
But let us in the first place note that these virtues do not derive,
as is often supposcd, from certain a priori moral principles. They
are practical rules of social living. They have no more validity than
their appropriateness at any particular time, and Lhey are not
always appropriate. They coulil be ruore generally appropriate, but
only after a total reorganisation of society.
In our existing society they are valid up to the point at which
they cease to be uscful to one class or the other, or to the nation
in its relations with other nations. To take life and wilfully injure
others is generally condemned, but the nation finds it 'right'to go
to war, to blockade, to intern alien civilians, to deceive, to bomb
and to kill. The workcr may find himself in a situation in which
he is compelled to injure his employer, withhold his services and
1

2
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situation in which his survival means his competitor's annihilation,
are not conducive to the practice of these virtues which we all feel
to be necessary for communal living. All agree that theft is wrong
and honesty right, but this does not make exploitation wrong in
the eyes of the capitalist or expropriation wrong for the socialist.
Clearly these moral rules become inapplicable where the interests
of classes are opposed or the interests of a section is contrary to
that of society as a whole.
Marxists are clear about this, and arc callcd immoral. Other
people profess moral principles and declare them to be absolute
but in practice they cannot live up to thcm. Usually they ignore
their own inability to do so but are loud in condemnation of others,
cspecially their class opponents, for brcaking the same moral
rules. Moreover by maintaining a class systcm of society in the face
of growing contradictions, the bourgeoisie promotes conditions in
which they are less and less capable of general application. Yet they
go on proclaiming their absolute validity. This is the explanation
of the growth of bourgeois hypocrisy in the declining phasc of
capitalism.
But there is a sharp difference between the necessity which
compels the capitalist to set honesty and kindness aside in his
own intercsts and the necessity which constrains the socialist to
do the samel for the actions of the capitalist perpetuate the conflict
of interests and continuously narrow thc field in rvhich human
interests are common. The actions of socialists bring class society
to an end and widen the field in which common interests prevail.
'I'he latter arc therefore morally justified, whereas the former
tlc not.
'l'his approach puts thc "means-ends" controversy into its proper
liglrt. It is as untrue that Marxists seek to achieve their ends by
r,rry nroans howevcr foul as that Christians only choose means that
corrlirrnr to their acknowledged standards of right and wrong. The
Axrlrlrishop of Canterbury, who is a severe critic of communist
rrr.rals, t'xPlrined to the lrouse of Lords in the debate orr Capital
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Punishment the occasions on which the Sixth Commandment
(Thou shalt not kill) may be broken: The Church, he declares,
permits the taking of life in punishment for murder, in punishment
for treason, in war and in cases of self-defence. fn other words
whether the taking of life is permissible depends on the case in
question, and that depends on the end in view. If the end is
legitimate, e.g. self-defence, defence of one's country, the protection
of society, then the necessary mcans are rendered valid.
The Commission appointed by thc British Council of Churches,
which included a number of distinguished theologians, sanctions the
use of thc Atomic Bomb in cases of aggression.l The Commission
appointed by Thc Church Assembly wcnt much farther;2 first, it
decided that not only was "the possession of atomic weapons
genuinely necessary for national self-preservation" but "in certain
circumstances dcfensive 'neccssity' might justify their use against
an unscrupulous aggressor"; second, it defended 'strategic bombing' involving thc wholesale destruction of civilian life (though
carefully distinguishing this from 'obliteration bombing' and
'terror bombing').e The Commission justifies many examples of the
killing of civilians under certain circumstances and the clestruction
of towns where this is incidental to a lcgitimate military objective;a
finally it explicitly affirms that "there can be circumstances in
which the maxim that 'necessity knows no law' applies."s In an
elaborate exposition of the tcachings of moral theology, based on
the writings of Vitoria and Grotius, the founders of modern international larv, they record that the Church not only permits
"whatever killing or destruction may be unavoidably incidental,"o
but extends this principlc to "the action of police and troops
within a state in times of peace." We are not concerned to dispute
these conclusions but only to point out that whether they are
Iegitimate or not the whole principle of suspending certain generally
necessary moral rules when circumstances render that neccssary is
accepted by the Church and by all moralists. It is only Marxists
who are not allowed to arguc in this way.
There is a very good reason for this which is not suspected bty
the moralists. What really dctermines the validity of the means is
2 'L'Ite Churclr and tlte Atom, p. lll.
t The Dra oJ Atomic Pouer,p.55.
s lbid., p. 62.
+ Ibid.. pp. 40, 50, 63, 06.
lbid., p, 42.
(.)hristnn casuistry drarys a cletr distinction bctwcen pcrmittcd killing_(whiclt
is not evil), incidental-killing (whictr is not evil), and killing corrtrary to thc rulcs (e..9.
massacrc of civilians to crctitc pressuro oI public opinion in lilvour oli surrendcr) with
,l,he irrtention of witning u just w:r,t or sccurilg somc othel good cnd. Olly thc last is
treld to be "doing evil that good may come."
3
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the validity of the proximate end, and nothing else. 'Ihc

real

d.isagreement with communism is not about means but about proximate ends. The ends of the owning class determine what means arc
necessarA

and therefore aali,il. Thus

it

once decided that slavery

was right, and now justifies interest on capital, wage-labour, etc.
Socialism, with a differcnt aim, rejects these as wrong and advances
as its methods conflscation, expropriation and the rule "he that will
not work neither shall he cat." All this seems merely immoral (i.e.
adopting evil means) to the capitalist, because he rejects the end
that is thus achieved. It follows that where class interests exist
proxirnate ends cannot be identical and each class will judge thc
methods of the other to be immoral. Once again, does this imoly an
absolutc- relir,tivism? Cer-taidy not, becausc the proximate ends of
socialists are thc means to a societv ge4uinely otganised for the
common good. The proximate ends of capitalists of coursc operate

in an exactly opposile direction, for the perpetuation of capitalism
leaves a situation in which the majority continue to find their
interests subordinated to a minority. The victory of socialism, while
it begins by subordinating the interests of a minority to that of
the overwhelming majority, goes on to establish a society in which
there is no fundamental incompatibility of interests and in which
therefore the clash of morals incidental to opposing class interests
disappears.2

VI
This discussion raises an important ethical question upon which

Marxism throws much light. The objection to the suiting of
methods to the ends onc has in view arises from the rrotion that
motive rather than consequences should determine conduct. Thus
if I am kind-hearted I cannot do wrong. But really moral conduct
nrust considcr the consequences of actions and discriminate betwecn
kindness that has good consequences and kindness which has bad
consequences. The ultimate ends one's conduct actually leads to

atc the ends one is really following, whatever one's ideals, or
rrrotives. If those ends are evil then the means one is adopting,
lrcing those which bring about evil ends, are evil too. That is what
is llu: rnatter with many who advocate noble ideals but consistently
l,r'ing about their opposite. This is not an cthical procedure. We
II

srry

"proximate" end, bccause all would agree upon some vague distant end
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'condemn such people, and we condemn equally a whole society,
not because general social rvelfare isnothopedfor.rtis. But because
-everything that is done is contrary to the general u,clfare and puts
its achievcments farther off. For this reason the standards and
principles on which such a system depends, and to.rvhich it appeals
as "right" in themselves, must be condemned. as ,immoral. Oi the
othe, hand the standards and principles of communism, while
flatly contradicting these capitalist morar principles, lead to that
very general welfare which the orthodox moralists proclaim to be
their idcal. clearly it is the latter principlcs which
b" approved
if principles are to be judged by what thcy resurt -rit
in ratheriiran by
what thcy hope for.

VII
rn spite of everything that may be said to the contrary Marxistg
-have
a vcry definite moral aim. rt has been described as the
collective rescue of mankind "from the pitiabre, fragmentary, sclfdivided, class-enslaved state in which they find themseives.,,r
rt aims at making man "dignified, intcgrated, complcte and free,
so that thc resources and potentialities that reside in rrim . . . may
develop, cxpand, and find fruitful expression.,,z The basic assump_
tion is the dignity and worth of human personality; and the go-al
is. the maximum possibility of each individuar freely develofing
his own potentialities, thc fulfilment of his unlimited capacitiei fo,
knowledge, enjoymcnt and crcation.s
But if Marxism did ,o nrore than c.urciate the brotherhood of
man or the value of the iudividual or the emancipation of the exploited it would not be l\Iarxism. rt would be as lncffectual as all
utopian idealisms and its noble aims would be mere empty phrases.
That is why Marx does not base his policy on moral
o"
the endeavour to win mcn to the acceptancc of "*^ho.tu,tio,
certain social
ideals. rre does not try to lift the'rvorld by a rever outside the world.
The Marxist has no ideals that are separate from reality, as though
they could have an independent existcnce outside historicat and
class reality. His ideals, his moral imperatives, arise out of actual
needs, and in the field of society and politics these are class needs.
"Communism," says Labriola, .,is neither moraliser nor prcaeher,
nor herald nor utopian-it already holds the thing itseu in its

l
-'.rnd

divi

p..]r51.
2 Loc. cit.
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hands, and into the thing itself it has put its ethics and its idealism"r Marx is concerned with practical steps rather than with
cthical gcneralities. Moral idealism is not only ineffectual but,
since it is without positivc and progressive effect, sincc it does not
know what to do, or lvhat is thc condition of its realisation, it
divcrts energies frorn the real tasks, substitutes unrealisable hopes
for achievable objcctives, and actually immobilises people from
effectivc action. That is why Marx rvas disposed to rcgard all such
preaching and dreaming as "so much worthless earnestness."
Lenin had his ideals, as }Iarx had, but he says, "My ideals for
the upbuilding of new Russia wili not be chimerical only if theg
cflpress the interests of an actuall'y caisting class that is comptelleil by
cottditions to act in a de.finite direction. In adopting thc vicwpoint
of the objccti'i,ity of the class strugglc I do not thercby justify
reality; on the contrary, I point to the profound (if at first glance
invisiblc) sources and forces that euist within that reality and, malrc for
i.ts transformation."z This is the very essence of Marxist ethics. A
vague general ideal of human welfale is ineffectual because the
actual motives operating in the world are class interests. An ideal
tlrat transcends actual intercsts is simply nobody's business, a,
gencral good is nobody's good in thc actual world. Men find the
good, and must find thc good, in rvhat is good for them, however
rnuch thcy may carnouflagc this as a good lifted high above their
interests. It can be put another way: tq mqk-g anyideal effective it
rnug.t become-the ideal of a class, that is to say it murt- express the
a,ctual inte-tcs-t of a class. To advocate instead of such a concrete
good some distant good that will be good for all wiII leave the
cflecbivc rnass of real pcople unmoved. No one will abandon the
st,r'ugglc for what he nccds now for a distant and rather vague ideal
condition supposed somchow to be satisfactory for himself and
t,vcrybody else in the distant futurc.

VIII
Wc have norv established the fact that what is called immorality

rriscs from the clash of incompatible interests; that under any
s.1,sl,r'rrr of cxploitation the intcrests of expioiter and cxploited are
,,;rposit,t: and thercfore the claims of the worker will be denounced.
rr', s,'llislr bccausc they can only be satisficd at the expense of the
r)\\r( r' :rrr<1 vice vcrsa. Under conditions of unemployment every
t Lal-rriola, Ilislorical Malerialiism.
! Lenin, 'Ihe Political Line (Collected ITorks, YoI. XVI.)'
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man in work keeps another out of a job. under conditions of
modern international trade every market secured bankrupts a
competitor. The question that arises is whether the situation in
which interests are thus in irreconcilable opposition is inevitable,
no matter what the form of society, or whether it d,eriaes
from the oery
nature of u, class society. Marxists hold the second view and poini
out that only the ending of capitalism and the estabrishing of a
classless society makes genuinc co-operativc riving and. a universal
morality possiblc. rf we drew the conelusion from this fact that

Nothing gives greater offcnce to the critics of Marxism than thc
assertion that the very basis of proletarian ethics is the supreme
duty of overthrowing the bourgeoisie. This seems to degradc ethics
to mere sectional interest of thc working class and to abandon
moral persuasion for violencc and "the fomenting of class hatred."
It may bc replied that all cthics arc class ethics anyway. The
bourgeoisie, whether they realise it or not, have exalted their orvn interests into transcendcntal absolutcs. Thei r cthical concepts although
proclaimed to be "independent entities, developing independently
and subject only to their own laws,"r are really derived from thc
social and political relations of bourgeois society. The bourgeois
thinks, no doubt, that he is "f'raming a doctrine of morals for all
timcs and for all worlds, he is in fact only making an image of thc
intcrests and tendencies of his time and of his class. An imagc
which is distorted because it has becn torn from its real basis, and
like a reflection in a concavc rnirror, is standing on its head.",
'Ihc differencc bctween prolctarian and bourgeois cthics in this
rcspect is simply that the bourgeois docs not rcalise that this is so,
rvhile the Marxist does.
The fact that morality has a class source does not necessarily
invalidate it eithcr in the casc of bourgeois or proletarian ethics.
Class interests and the uprising of ncw classcs havc carried history
Ibrward. What is in the interests of a class may be in the intcrests of
societypnd to tlr_at exteL-t of wider moral validity. This, as we shall
scc, was once thc case rvith bourgeois morals.
Proletarian ethics are now doing for the world what bourgeois
cthics once did, and more. It is thc motivc force of the next
r.rrlvance in social devclopment, but lvhat it demands is for the
ldvantage not only of the u,orking classes but ultimately of all.
lloulgeois dcmands claimed a similar universality but actually
st,opped short at the satisfaction of bourgeois intcrests and turncd
:r,ga,inst the interests of thc masses.s 'Ihe realisation of proletarian
:rinrs makes possible forthe firsttime a truly human morality wherein
sl,rr,rrdards binding for all are in the interests of aII. It thus fulfils what
rlrs only partially achieved in the preceding stagcs of society or was
t'r'rrrlt:r'cd impossible owing to the incompatibility of class interests.
'l'lrrrs is achieved, by means of a class victory, inspired by a class
rrr,r':r,lity, a society in which classes have been climinated. There is

w_hat is necessary is simply the advocacy of a classless society then

Marxism would only be another form of utopianism. rrowever this
demand arises when thc full dcvelopment of capitalism creates
both the condition for a fresh advance in social organisation and the
urgent necessity for that advance. Moreover capitalism has itself
created the instrument to carry that change into effect-namely,
the proletariat, which suffers increasingly under the stresses of a
declining capitalism. This class, driven by the urgency of their
situation and schooled in long years of organised siruggle, is
equipped and prepared to play a unique role in history. It is
required in its own interests, and to savc itselffrom destruction, to
seizc political polver and bring to an end the private ownership of
capital. rt is on the basis oftheir actual situation that their theories,
their political ideas and their moral imperatives arise. They are not
based on abstract or ideal principles but derive from the historical
movement going on undcr their very eycs. rn its conflict with the
bourgeoisie the working class is compellcd firstry to organise itself
as a class, and finally to makc itself a ruling class and to sweep
away the old co,ditions of production. rn so doing it sweeps away
the conditions for the existence of class antagonisms and o? chsses
generally, and thereby abolishes its own supremacy as a class. fn
order effectively to improve its own conditions it must struggle for
collecti'rre ownership of the means of production. The only salvation
for the prolctariat therefore is to abolish itself as a proletariat,
as mere wage earners dcpendent upon the chances and necessities
of a dcclining proflt system; but the only way to do that is to
abolish classes altogether. Thus the transformation of society from
a class to a classless basis is the very form of reorganisation which
society needs in order that the radical incompatibilities wrought
into the very structure, not of all social living but of class societles,
may give way to a condition in which a harmony of interests becomes for the first timc possible.
2L2
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no other way in which a morality which is above classes can be
realised. To assume that such a morality is possible while classes
persist is to use morals to disguise and further narrow class interests;
such morals, howevcr full of affirmations of good will, peace and
benevolence are actually potent weaporls in thc class war of the
rich against the poor.

own existence. The persistence of capitalism at this stage of its
tlevelopment is wholly opposed to the interests of society, involves
dcstructive u,ars and social conflicts, and threatens the disintegration of society and its ultimate collapsc. It is at this stage that the
severest condcmnation of bourgeois morals bccomes meaningful
since it is now no longer possible to show that the system is in the
interests of society. Every claim to be s.erving wider interests
tha4,those of a class is plornly f,r,lsif;qd. "To-day when wholesale
destruction of human life is the order of the day, and human
suffering and deepest torture have become a commonplace, the
fundamental contradiction between ethical principles and the
world of physical reality is so apparent, that only its most superficial exponents refrain from silence and dismay. Every moral
teacher worth his salt knows in his heart of hearts that all ethical
systems of the past have bankrupted thernselves in the present.
'I'here is hardly a single precept of the great moral preachers of the
past that does not stand out as inept and inapplicable."r It is
under such conditions that philosophics of despair and a literature
of pessimism and defeat appear in society. Well aware of the growing uncertainty and demoralisation of their own class and sick at
heart at all they see around thcm, somc of our ablest rvriters, who
once perhaps hoped for a reform of morality within society without
any radical change in the social structure, now see the futility of
any such expectation but still cannot accept any fundamental
criticism of capitalist social relations. In consequence, they
attribute to the very nature of man the contradictions they discover in themselves and the decay they find in their own narrow
circle, though these belong not to man as such but to a class and a
social system. "It is true," says Garaudy, "that if the world were
limited to that group by which these writers' social experience is
delimited we ought really to despair of man and his future."z
But they are only projecting into the absolute or into the very
nature of existence the maladjustments and paradoxes of their own
sick society. Ilence in Britain, France and the United States our
writers slander the very nature of man. Somerset Maugham finds
the main characteristics of humanity to be malice, cunuing and
wantonness; Evelyn Waugh looks in vain for somc positive values
in his own decadent world with which to counterpoise the cheap
standards of thc American way of life; Eugene O'Neill finds only
people who cannot live without falsehood because they are too

IX
Not only do class moralities thus stand in opposition, attacking
and defending the status quo, acting as porverful forces either ol
reaction or progress, but these
profound modification as the resul
Thus r,vhen a morality radically d
exploiting class ariscs arnong the
of carly Christianto rise will possess
tive to strugglc in
power. But when
such
transform society, the ideal
loses
s itself in practical policies,
thus
, a change which -.y,""to some a sad dccline from the enthusiastic idcals of earrier
timcs.
Such has been the development of the socialist ethic.
Bo
pcriod of protest and struggle for
po.we
on to give sanction and support
to a
But when thc bourgeois form of
society decays, while its ,,absolutes', are re-formulated to defend
the rights of property and of the individual, we also witness an
internal decay which reflects the inadequacy of the forms of bourgeois society for human existence, hence the growth of hypocrisy
on the one hand and immoralism and subjectivism on thc other..
The morality of the rising proletarian class both attacks thc
defensive absolutes and exposcs the moral breakdow* of thc
bourgeoisie. It points o
within the ruling class w
for it to keep its own
"unfit to rule because i
its slave within his slavery," because thc productive forces arc in
revolt against thc property relations that are thc conditions for its
I l'hus thc cthics of the

:rble rvill tcnd to mllke

:r,

opprcsscd arnong whorn suffcring is bclieved to be unavoirlr,irtue of sclr-deniirl an<l tho patieit bcaring of aflliction. ,l.hc

advocacy of altruisur is ahvays a cry for help.
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feeble to face the truth: "The lie of a pipe dream is what gives life
to the whole misbegotten mad lot of us, drunk or sober.,,r Aldous
Iluxley's pessimism eorrers a universal moral vacuum and his
horror of human existence makes it seem a little odd that he should
trouble to write novels about human beings at all. In France
Malraux and sartre give us only pictures of morally devastated
people who feel alien to this earth and are cynical and indifferent
to all things. unable to discern the nerv man who is coming to birth,
all these writers remain captives of the world they have been
unable to transcend, making their tragic pessimism into something
universal, creating in their novels the model of the decadeni
neurotic they make typical of all human consciousness.
Cyril Connolly, one of our leading critics, writes: ,,Beneath
the mask of selfish tranquillity nothing exists except bitterness
and boredom . . . when I contcmplate the accumulation of guilt and
remorse which, like a garbage can, I carry through life, and
which is fed not only by the lightest actions but by the most
harmless pleasures, I feel Man to be of all living things the most
biologically incompetent and ill-organised. Why has he acquired a
seventy years' life-span only to poison it incurably by the mere
being of himself? Why has he thrown Conscience, like a dead rat,
to putrefy in the well? . . . When did the ego begin to stink? Those
of us who were brought up as christians and who have lost our faith
have retained the christian sense of sin without the saving belief in
redemption. This poisons ourthoughtand soparalyses us inaction.,,2
The last stage of this regrcssion is either the anguished despair
of those who still oppose an ineffectual moral ideal to an intransigent reality or a cynical abandonment of the ideal as mere selfdelusion and an un
Then it is frankly
confessed that there
of the stronger and
that the restraints of
he futile cries of the
weaker who must be made to yield to the necessities of the dlite.
But the ethics of Nietzsche and of fascism are to-day harclly to be
confessed except by the boldest; for most despair or hypocrisy must
do.

x

fn our day bourgeois morality thus lies in ruins. Either it is
impotent and hypocritical, or perverted and decad.ent. Thc

morality of the working class, struggling for power, now takes on
the positive, practicable, and hopeful character which formerly
1

Eugene O'Neill, The lceman

Cwneth.
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to bourgeois morality when the bourgeois class was
fighting for power. But there is a profound difference. The very
,r"""r. of the bourgeoisie requircd thc suppression of the demo-

belonged

cratic hopes of the masses and the mthlcss imposition of a new class
rule on the workers. The victory of the workers, on the other hand,
fulfiIs those hopes and establishes a really equalitarian society.
The workers make a classless society their aim not because this
conforrns to an abstract moral ideal which they alone are nobler
enough to rcalise, but because this is the concrete task which their,
situation with its perils and possibilities lays upon them. But they
know that in serving themselves they are helping all society to
brcak out of thc evils and immoralities, the oppressions and
their class ethic on to a
hypocracies of
that in fighting for their
highg1 plane. B
all mankind, the ethical
own emancipat
drive behind their movement far exceeds both in purity and intensity that which inspired all preccding systems of class ethics and
becomes one of the most potent of those energising and mobilising
forces which, as Stalin has pointed out, play such a vital part in the
development of society.
The role of bourgeois ethics to-day, for all its lofty claims and
one. At
assumption of objectivity an
ts of the
every point it either supports
tance of
bourgeoisie or attempts to d
ocacy of
the workers. Nowhere is this
class peace. Society is based on unequal power whose equilibrium
is idealised and rationalised by morals and political theories. Peace
is only an armistice within an unjust order. Inequalities and injustices, sanctified by history and justified by tradition, are frozen
into every contemporary peaceful situation. Coercion, overt or
concealed, maintains this order, but the moralist is unconscious of
the basis of violence upon which society actually rests-a police
force which while supposed to be impartial is really the guardian
of ruling class interestsl an army used either at home or abroad
without a moment's hesitation to maintain "essential services" or
"restore order"l the economic porver which is wielded by those who
own the means whereby others live; the immense propaganda power
of the class which controls the Press, the radio, publishing and
education; the limitations imposed. on social changes embedded in
the apparatus of governments, legislative and administrative. IIe
therefore places an unjustified moral onus upon advancing groups
2r7
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unfeasible, as they must bc in a class society, they are unethical, in
fact they arc silly, stalc and basically reactionary. Moral obligation
depends on feasibility, not merely on desirability.

If the development of society has itself established both
the need and the conditions for the abolition of classes this
places actually rvithin man's power the possibility of bringing into

existence a higher ethical level. In demonstrating the feasibility of
successful revolutionary action Marx indieates the course which
will eventuate most directly and speedily in a classless society.
This at once gives it an ethical quality, for it both emancipates the
exploited class and establishes the possibility of a genuine co-

XI
The problem of ethies is not to say what is good but to
create
concretely in society. So ro,g as moiar injunciions *""
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operative society. This puts a tremendous ethical impulse behind
the class struggle, an impulse not only derived from its objective
but from the fact that it is the actual way, the way opened by
history, by which a really human society is to be established.
Such an ethics can only be the ethics of struggle. There is no
reason to suppose that thc bourgeoisie are going to abdicate
merely because history has rung their knell, convinced that their
historical rolc is established and that they are now obstructing
social advance. When the continued existence of a ruling class
benefits only itself and it is committed to the bitter end to the
maintenance of its privileges, the class struggle must be intensified
to the point of their final defeat. \{e cannot therefore seek to
escape from conflict or the ethics of conflict. "It must be welcomed,
undertaken wholeheartedly, pressed with unremitting intelligence,
realism, constancy, and discipline in aII its forms. It is the only
existing means by which man's history and human destiny can
be brought within man's power."l
IMe are now in a position to understand why Lenin declares that
"our morality is entirely subordinated to the interests of the class
struggle of the proletariat. Our morality is derivcd from the
interests of the class struggle of the proletariat."2 Kalinin tells us
what that morality is, and a dozen Soviet novels have done the
same more concrctcly. The struggle gives rise "to ethical qualities
such as honesty to one's class, discipline, mutual support and selfsacrifice in struggle and organisation. These characteristics of the
cthical complexion of the proletariat formed the basis of the
incipient socialist morality which, until the conditions of capitalism,
stood in direct opposition to bourgeois morality with its cruel,
1Y. Venable Maraism and Human Nature.
2 Lcnin, The Young Gcneration.
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a wolf to man., .Everyone for

Proletarian morarity, rike ail other morarities so far, is of course
not an ideal social morality. rt is limited by its crass aims. But
just because it is the ethics of a subjugated irass, it
is suferior to
thc prevailing ethics of the crass bent-upon maintaining icquired
privileges. A social conflict which aims at a higher oider
has a
moral justification which must be denied to a[ sociar practices
which perpctuate privilege and aI viorence dirccted to thit end.

rt
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should now be clear rvhy Marxists, while strictry relating
all
morals to class interests, can nevertheless apply a stand"ard by
which
to judge the comparative mcrits of crass rnorarities and thus, without. inconsistency affirrn thc supcriority of prolctarian and
socialist
cthics.
The common accusation that for r\[arxists morals arc no rnore
than mere class interests fails to the ground. Nor is it a valid
criticism that Marxists rvhile treating other systems as rerative
quite inconsistently hold their own idears to be absorute.
rt is of course fundamentar, as we have seen, that men cannot
but derive their moral ideas from the practical relations on which
their class position is based; that all so calred "principles,; reaily
have a limited and specific content; that men
afford to
"urrrroi
ignore their vital interests and must frame codes
of conduct to
strengthen their position in society; and therefore that men
wilr
scek the good of their own class rather than of other classes
or the
general good. All this is the case whatever men believe or
say.
rve__are profoundly sceptical of ail craims that crass
interests are
really those of society or that mcn are seekrng a general good
b.eyorrd class interests. But we have now demonstrat-ed
that the
significance of the class basis of morals is profoundly modified
by
the fact that class interests are not always or to the same exte,t
class. In its progressive phase
I interest. We can therefore ask

a

class

furthers ,interests

beyond,

interests rpherewith to jud,ge *",r.' *Zoi: ilT'::; rK:nfrZl"ri:
own point of view every class is right and that there is nothing
I I{:rlinin, ,Iltc Moral Completion o! our people.
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more to say. We accept the fact that classes must and do seek theirown good, but we ask to what extent they further the development
of socicty in doing so, to what extcnt a wider good than a mcrc
class good is achieved or retarded. AII classes assert that in follow-

ing their own interests they arc serving society; the point is to

Iind out whether it is so, or, where it may once have been true.
whether it is still the case.
Marx and Engels enaluale class mora.ls; they {o not merely accept
thcm as b"rrte fac!. Thus while Engels argues that no system of
morality has universal validity, nevertheless "that which contains
the maximum of durable elements" can be judged to be the higher
form, and that is proletarian morality. They speak of more and of
less advanced forms of such conceptions as equality. They speak of
progress in morality, of passing beyond class moralities to "a really
lgnU.-nlq-f a-hlf wlrich-transccnds-clagsqnJ4goni_srus-ar1d=6
legacies in thought," a morality which "becomes possible only at
:l stage of society which has not only overcome class contradictions
but has even forgotten them in practical life."r Marx has not only
specified some of the principles which are basic to this form of
society. "From each according to his abilities, to each according to
his needs," " Art association in which the frce devclopment of cach is
the condition of the free development of all," but he has pointed
out that it is only with the abolition of classes that man loses his
commodity status and regains his humanity. It is at this stage that
wc can "organise the empirical world in such a manner that man
r:xperiences in it the truly human, becomes accustomed to exlrerience himself as a man, to assert his true individuality.", It
is man's return to his "universal nature in a universal manner,
t,lnt is as a total human being."s
Bccause socialism moves towards this goal its ethics are higher
t,han the capitalism .which either refuses to go forward towards it or
nrorres away from it. Every step towards that societv is to bc'
,jrr<lged as right. This is the element of absolutism in Marxist ethics.
I t, should be clearly recognised however that this standard is not
Ioca,ted outside the historical process and has no transcendental
slttus. It arises out of the development of society. Even when it is
rr,r'lrit'vcd it is not the final stage in human evolution, but on the
corrl,r'ir,ry the starting point for real human history. In fact it may
lrc srr,irl that the goal of history for us, in a class society, and the
slrrrrl:lrtl by which'wc judge ethically both systems of society and
t l,lrrslls, /nti-Dlilning.
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the moral codes of such systems, is simply that state of affairs
which is the pre-requisite for future advance. rt is therefore both
our goal and our starting point. It is good, absolutely good,
because it alone makes all wider goods possible. 'rhat which is the
indispensable basis of a truly human socicty has in it an erement
of permanence and absoluteness although it is only the starting
point for further progress.
we have next to notice that what socialism achieves is not a^
"ideal," as though its virtue lay in its conformity with a princi,ple
that was good in itself. There is nothing holy about ,,the geneial
good," as an absolute moral value, given to our moral intuition or
apprehended by the moral reason. Even when we judge systems
and movements and morals by it, the general good is tine actual
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to have been mistaken and has revealed these democratic principles
to have becn screens for middle-class interests. But a class which
possesses no privileges and which needs to abolish all special
privileges, including the private ownership of the means of production, in its own interests, and needs to maintain that condition,
again in its own interests, has thc right to claim that its ideals
transcend its interests.

XIII

We thus find a sequence of class systems that is progressive,
in the method of production
and the organisation of society. The principle by which we judge
advance is progress in the mastery of nature; our aim the
development of the productive forces up to the point at which a
full life becomes possible for all. If the coming of class society by
introducing thc cxploitation of man by man was a fall, was in facl
the fall of man, carrying with it every form of oppression, inhumanity, and moral evil, it was none the less a fall upstairs, in
that the succession of class societies was the way to that developed
capitalism which is the indispensable economic basis for socialiim.
That being so at any particular stage the duties which are enforced.
and the standards rvhich are accepted are both class standards, and
therefore good relative to the interests of that class, but also good
in relation to the goal towards which it lifts society.
The moral advantage of the proletarian movement consists in
the fact that the rvorkers are fated to contend for a society which
the logic of history affirms. Their morality condcmns r,vhat history
has already condemned. when conditions are no longer conceived
as necessary for society, but only for a palticular stage, when social
development makes it possible to change these conditions,then moral
condemnation becomes meaningful and effective. The equalitarianism of the workers may be derived from their own interests but it
wiII benefit the 'lvhole of society. The bourgeois democrats of the
nineteenth century were able to ridc roughshod over their foes
because they believed that the principles of democracy for which
they fought had universal validity. History has proved their faith

What singles out the goal of the workers' moyement as a class
interest with a universal and thus an absolute value is the fact that
it achieves the conditions under which individual and social interests are harmonised. Kant postulated this harmony by simply
affirming its desirability in the abstract. Helvdtius went farther
when he declared that men would become moral when society u)as
so organi,scd that the interests of the individual were not different
from those of society. Bentham and Adam Smith burked the
problem entirely by dogmatically and falsely asserting that if all
sought their individual interests the social good would be achieved
automatically. I{egel proceeded in the opposite direction by asserting that *'hen society in its organised. form appears the good ofthe
whole is necessarily best for the individual; and he held that the
cxisting German State was the realisation of this ideal.
AII these attempts mistake the ideal for the reality and fail to
state the conditions underwhich this harmony can be realised.
"The material conditions for the synthesis of the individual and
society is the abolition of exploitation and the social ownership of
production; only socialist society can firmly safeguard the interests
of the individual. Socialism therefore preserves and advances all
bhat is healthy and sound in bourgeois teaching of the individual
personality and its dcvelopment. The greatest obstacle to in<lividual development is the poverty of the masses."r
Marxism, therefore, unlike liberalism, unlike conservatism, unlike
llegelian state absolutism, is the one system which does not sacrifice
the individual to the system or to society. "Ori:e must always avoid
sctting up 'society' a,s an abstraction, opposed to the individual,"
stid Marx. "The individual is the moral entity. The expression of
lris Iifc is thereforc an exprcssion of the life of society."z
It is only in a form of society in'which the individual does not
have to be sacrificed to the system that it becomes possible for
2 Marx, Okon. und Phil. M,S,S., p. 115.
r lI. Sclsu.m, Sociulism and Dthics.
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pcople to behave in an ethical way. IJnder capitalisrn pcople are
compelled to follow courses which are to the disadvanta,ge of others.
Capitalism talks universal ethics but allows no onc to practice it.
Sopialism removes the necessity of injuring others whenever we
scek to achieve our own interests.
Thus the logic of history moves inexolably, though not 'without
the moving powcr of ideas and ideals, torvards a judgment on the
cvils of a class socicty and the achicvement of :r rnoral goal. "The
mighty are cast from their seats, and those of low degree are
exalted; the hungry are filled with good things and the rich are
sent empty away."l But this will not be the victory of the meek.
"Justicc without force is a myth," said Pascal, "bccause there are
always bad men; forcc without justice stands convicted of itself.
We must therefore put togethcr justice and force, and so disposc
things that whatever is just is mighty, and whatever is mighty is

just."
Nor will it bc a victory won by pure and dispassionate means.
The executors of judgment in history are always drivcn by both
hunger and dreams, by both thc passions of warfare and the hope
for a better world. Conventionally nice people have always held
up their hands in horror at the proccsses of "rough justice" through
which history moves forward. But conventionally nice people who

live leisured lives at the price of other men's toil do not have as
pure moral judgment as they imagine.
For the Marxist, only conduct based on the great struggle for the
liberation of man from all forms of exploitation and bondage is
really moral. "Such traits of character as honesty, sincerity,
devotion, courage, energy and solidarity amongst comrades,
devotion to thc cause, and many other moral qualities have
d.eveloped and strengthened. among the workers aud their allies,
although the bourgeoisie havc trampled underfoot th.ese moral
principles and poisoned the social atmosphere with selfi.shness,
extortion, hypocrisy and other amoral sentiments.",
Observing the workers who werc joining the socialist movements
Marx said at the commencement of his revolutionary activity:
"The brotherhocld of man on their lips is not a phrase but a Truth,
and from thcir faces hardencd by affliction thc whole beauty of
mankind looks upon us."s
r Luke i. 52.
3 Marx, Collcctctl Works,\ol.

2 I(olbrrrroski, Connn
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By Ar,srnr Fucusr

trf\F all thc contradictions which ruu through the history of
\-/ modern philosophy, that bctween idcalism and materialism is

the most important. Thc idealist trcnd has split up i.to innumcrable
special schools. one of them, which has acquired international
influencc, deriyes from Conrtc i, France a,d a group of Austrian

thinkers.

It is linkcd with thc name of Mach and is known as

Ttositiaism.

Before we deal with thc teachings of Nlach, however, wc shall

cndeavour to makc clear in a fcw lvords thc fundamcntal difference
of view manifested in the debate between idcalism and matcrialism
before thc risc of positivism.
Materialism, in cssence, assumes the existcnce of an outer world
which is independcnt of human consciousncss. The world was there

lo,g before thinking bcings inhabited the earth. rt is what it is
rcgardless of how we envisage it. All scientific cndeavours have the

rto matter what his philosophical convictions may be.

At the same
is the theory which underlies the evcry-day actions of the
,rdinary man. rt is characteristic of the idealist outlook that it is
lirnc

it

VC

in
lcr

lrt
lr:r,ttd. Or,

to speak more corrcctly, it seems so to us. If we examine

:,,_*" enter the

sphere of mctaphysics, that is to say we pass a
.irrrlgmcnt which goes beyond the bounds of immediate knowledge,
I 'l'lris
cor

22,7
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rrticlc is translated fuon Erbe anit zukunlt (vienrra) by william clark, and
rsidcrably abridged.
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or even of possible knowledge. Now surely it is illegitimate thus to
pass beyond the world as given in experience and postulate a
duplicate world of things which cause those sensations?
This certainly sounds strange, but also at first sight, harmless.
For what difference does it make if I speak of a "book" or of the
sensation of seeing and touching a "book"? But in truth the difference is enormous. The materialistic writers insistently point out the
tremendous consequences which follow from the idealist standpoint.
In the first place it follows from this standpoint, that the room in
which I have just been sitting at work disappears when I go out
and shut the door behind me. I now have no sense impression of
the room, and I must not assume the existence of things which
produce sense impressions. MoreoYer, the teaching of geology that
the earth is millions of years older than the human race must
obviously be false. For if "to be" means "to be perceived," then it
is sheer nonsense to assert that the earth existed. before human
beings existed to perceive it. Finally, the idealist is of necessity
compelled to believe that he, the thinking philosophising subject,
is not a member of a community of similar beings, but rather is the
only creature in the world endowed with consciousness. The only
sources of knorvledge are sense impressions and psychological introspection. I can obviously never have the sense impressions of
anyone but myself. By self-observation I can acquire no knowledge whatever of another ego than myself. The consciousness of
every other person is always like a room the door of which is
permanently locked to me. Just as such a room does not exist for
the idealist, so also another "I," in fact all other "I's" do not exist.
Idealism inevitably leads to the crazy conception that only the
thinking being exists; i.e. it leads to "solipsism." In the history of
philosophy we meet with fcw cases of completely solipsistic views.
This is hardly surprising, for such a point of view is manifestly
absurd. Idealists are keenly awarc of the danger of a rigorous
following up of their premises. Most of them therefore endeavour to
show that the unnatural results of the idealist way of thought can
be avoided. Consequently, we have, for instance, Kant's theory of
the "thing-in-itself." Kant is a genuinc idealist in so far as he says:
the senses give us a false picture of the world, rtete phenonlenqBut he adopts the materialist standpoint when he adds: This
phenomenal knowledge must be caused by something or other.
What things are "in themselves" we do not know; that they are we
are ablc to pcrccive. It is hardly necessary to point out that this is
226
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a highly inconsistent theory. It has been rejected by

idealist

philosophers of every type, including even the Kantians.
It may seem strange that idealism has flourished for centuries in
spite of the artificialities which it involves and in spitc of the endlcss difficulties which arise from it. Its viability is bascd not on its
scientific worth, howevcr, but on its social significance. Again and
again in history idealism has appeared to tlie ruling class as a highly
useful philosophy and thus they have been predisposcd to believe
in its truth. It has served at different times to defend vcry different

What function it exercises at the present time we
shall speak of later, for the moment we will mcrely say that
idealism, unlike materialism, is compatible with religion. If the
r'vorld is spirit, then the spirit of God may originate it and may
tlirect it. But if Naturc (matter) produces spirit, then "God"
occupies only a very subordinatc and ungodlikc position. Thereclass interests.

lbre, since the strugglc bctween the medieval and the modern rvorld
outlook began, idealism has been favourcd in every way by those
classes which found religion of use in defending Lhe status quo.
After these introductory rcmarks we can proceed to describe in
outline Mach's theory and the discussions connectcd with it.
Ernst Nfach (1838-1936) hcld the position of Professor of Physics
ir Graz and at the Gcrmany University in Prague, and from 1895
t,hat of Professor of Philosophy in Vicnna.
His principal works are Die Mechanilt, in ihrer Entruicklung (The
Science of Mechanics) (1883), Beitrage zur Analgse du Dmptfi,ndu,ngen (The Analysis of Sensations) (1886), Popukir Wissenschaftl,iche Vorlesungen (Popular Scientif,c Dssays) (1903) arrd Drkenntnis
rt,nd, Irrtum (1905),1 and in addition many contributions to academic
.lournals on physics, and some tcxtbooks.
The trcnd initiated by Mach is known in the history of philosophy
lry the name of "Empirio-Criticism." Alongside of Mach, his friend,
llichard Avenarius, thc Zurich profcssor (1843-1896), is always
r:ited as one of the founders of empirio-criticism. Thinkers in
vrlrious countries acccpted N[ach's vielvs and sought to develop them
l'rrrther and popularise them. Mention should be madc of Friedrich
Atllcr in Austria, Josef Pctzoldt in Germany, and KarI Pearson in
l,}rgland. Mach himself designatcd the Frenchmen Pierre Duhem
:Lntl lfcnri Poincard fellow travcllcrs. After the First World War
llrcle arose thc so-callcd Vienna Circle (Wi,ener Rreis) (Moritz
Sr:lrlick, Philipp Frank, Rudolf Carnap), 'rvho founded the Ernst
r The English titlcs are given where trunsla,tions havc appcar:crl.
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Mach Association (Verein Ernst Mach). Some of the members of the
Vienna Circle agreed with Mach on fundamentals, while others,
like Schlick, dissociated themselves from him.
Mach's writings became especially influential in certain Russian
circles. Several writers who had formerly associated themselves

with the Bolsheviks (Bogdanov and others) advanced an idealist
revision of Marxism. At the beginning of 1908 a volume of essays
by a number of writers, who accepted the theories of Mach, appeared
under the title Stuilies in the Philosophg of Maruism, among the
contributors were Savorov, Bazaroy, Bogdanov, Lunacharsky
(subsequently Commissar for Education), Berman and Yushkevich.
Gorky was also deeply influenced by this tendency. Lenin replied
first by an article entitled "Marxism and Revisionism" (April,
1908) and then by his well-known Materialism and, EmpirioCriticism (M*y, 1909).
Empirio-Criticism as formulated by Mach and Avenarius has
three features: (1) it is idealistic, (2) it reduces matter to certain
"elements" of sensation, (3) it explains scientific theory as
"economy of thought."
l. Mach's thought is profoundly idealistic. In his old age he once
spoke of "the idealistic youthful phase" of his thinking, which he
had long since left behind him. He deceived himself. IIe was
never unfaithful to the philosophical views of his early years. In a
work written in 1872 he said, "The Task of Science can only be"1. To determine the laws of association of ideas (psychology),
"2. To discover thc laws of the associations of sensations
(physics),
"3. To explain the laws of the connection between sensations
and ideas (psycho-physics) or (physico-psychology)."
One could hardly speak more plainly.

But

a generation later he was

speaking as plainly as this:

ln constructing every physical
"While there lies no difficulty in
experience out of sensations, that is
is out of psychical elements, it
is impossible to imagine how one could produce psychical experience from physical elements as conceived by present-day physics,
which in their static character are serviceable only for physics
itself. " r
This, as Jodl remarked, is simply pure idealism.
2. Mach's theory of "common elements" is the very heart of the
r M:rch, Ilrkennlnis und lrrtum, p. 73.
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crnpirio-critieal system. In it he sought for a reconciliation of
itlcalism with modern science and common sense. Arguing that
physical and psychical phenomena could be resolved into common
('lcments-and identifying physical objects with their sensible
rrppearances, Mach thought he had abolishcd the alleged intrinsic
rlifferences between mind and matter.
"All natural science can only picture and represent complexes
oll those elements which we call sensations. It is a matter of the
<'onnection of these elements. . . . The connection of A (heat) with
li (flame) is a problem of physics, that of A (heat) and N (nerves)
:u problem of physiology. Neither exists alone; both exist simultaneously. Only temporarily can wc neglcct either. Even processes
rvhich are apparently purely mechanical, are thus
always
physiological. "

1

"Whereyer, in what follolvs, the terms 'scnsation,' 'cornplex of
scnsations,' are used alongside of or in place of the terms 'element,'
'complex of elements,' it must be borne in mind that it is only in

this connection (namely, in thc connection of 'complexes which
we ordinarily call bodics' with 'the complex which we call our
body') and only in this and relation, only in this fundamental
rlependence, that the elements are sensations. In another functional
dependence they are at the same time physical objects."z
"A colour is a physical object when we consider its dependence,

for instance, upon the source of illumination. . . . When we, however, consider its dependence upon the retina . . . it is a psychological object, a sensation."e
All that may seem pretty obscure. But it becomes transparent
when one reads the comment which Lenin made upon it. In his
critical work we read:
"Thus the discovery of the world-elements arnounts to this:
"(l) all that exists is declared to be sensation,
"(2) the sensations are called elements,
"(3) elements are divided into the physical and the psychical;
the latter is that which depends on the human nerves and the
human organism generally; the former does not depend on them;
"(4) the connection of physical elements and the connection of
psychical elements, it is declared, do not exist separately from
each other; they exist only in conjunction;
r Mach, Die Mechanik, U.S.V., 1883, p. 498.
Mach, Die Analgse der Empfindun,gen, St}a Edition, 1906, p. f3.

2
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l\[ach, ibid.., p.
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"(5) It is possible only temporarily to leave one or the other
connection out of accountl
"(6) the'new'theory is declared to be frec from one-sidedness."
"Indeed, it is not one-sidedness we have here, but an ineoherent
jumble of antithetical philosophical points of view. Since you base
yourself only ot sensations you do not correct the 'one-sidedness'
of your idealism by the term 'element,' but only confuse the issue
and cravenly hide from your own theory. In words, you eliminate
the antithesis between the physical and psychical, between
materialism (which regards nature, matter, as primary) and
idealism (which regards spirit, mind, sensation as primary); indeed, you promptly restore this antithesis; you rcstore it surreptitiously, retreating from your own fundamental premises! For if
elements are sensations, you have no right even for a moment to
accept the existence of elements ind,ependently of my nerves and
my mind. But if you do admit physical objects that are independent of my nerves and my sensations and that cause sensation
only by acting upon my retina-you are disgracefully abandoning
your 'one-sided' idealism and adopting the standpoint of 'onesided' materialism!"r
3. The theory of "the economy of thought" is perhaps the best
known of the Machian theories. Not only has it been discussed in
detail in philosophic literature, but it has spread far beyond the
circle of specialists. Reduced to the briefest formula it says that
scientifi.c terms have the function of saving us mental work. In
this respect the terms of the various special fields are very similar
to each other. "Strange as it may sound, the strength of mathematics is that it economieally arranges our experience of numbers
so that they lie ready for use."z In the same way physics is eponomically arranged experience in its particular field. "Physics shares
with mathematics the comprehensive description, the short, compendious deflnition of concepts, excluding any possibility of
confusion, it is a way of dealing with a multitude of things without
burdening our heads. The rich content can however at any moment
be called up and developed with complete clarity."s
Speaking generally, science can be regarded as the task of
"presenting the facts as completely as possible with the least
mental effort."a "It recognises as its aim the most economical,
r Lenin,
czsraz, English (f945) Edition, p. 41.
z Mach,
a l/'ach, ibiil.
lesungen.
a l\Iach,
04, p. 530.
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rnost simple understandable expression of facts."r When one reads
l,hcse and similar statements in Mach's writings one is at first filled

rvith a certain amount of astonishment. It appears that this
in fact
()ne can say banal, ideas. Multiplication takes lcss time than
:Ltldition, by which it could be replaced; a physical law can be
r'ctained in the memory rnore easily than the individual facts from
rvhich it is deduced. True enough, but is it a remarkable achieverrrent to state such a thing? On further consideration it will be
r:clcbrated philosopher calrnly elaborates the most simple,

I'ound that Mach wishes by his economy theory to say far more and
something very different from what one might suppose at first
glance. One must bear in mind that Mach is an idealist. That means
that for him the definition of the "true," which from the materialist
standpoint is correspondence with reality, does not apply, for to
speak of reality is in fact "metaphysical." The concept of truth is
to be determined therefore by the concept of economy. That a
thing is true will mean nothing more than that it saves mental
clfort. It follows that the economy theory is by no means something commonplace, but on the contrary is a paradox. This
t.heory turns an incidental quality of knowledge into its chief
quality and constituting feature. Those lvho find it incredible that
Mach could have erred to such an extent must bear in mind that
idealism necessarily leads to a paradoxical definition of truth.
Avenarius, the co-founder of the economy theory, believed it
possible to eliminate the concept of matter in view of the saving
of mental work thereby effected.z Lenin had good reason for interpreting the expositions of Mach as pure idealism and good reason
to call the attention of the empirio-critics to the fact that human
thought only saves labour when it correctly reflects objective truth.
trn this controversy with Mach Lenin combined logical argument
r.vith a particularly ruthless polemical tone. In his view EmpirioCriticism was only spreading confusion among the intelleetuals of
the socialist movement, particularly among the Russians. It
seemed to him a flat denial of dialectical materialism which he
regarded as the indispensable basis of Marxism. He who followed
Mach was lost as a Marxist.
Although Mach himself was a conscious atheist, his teachings,
simply by reason of their idealistic character, cleared the way for
1

Populcir WissenschaJtliche Vorlesungen.
Richard Avenarius, Philosopth.ie als Denkcn der WeIt gemiiss tlem Prinzip des
Itleinsten Rroflmasses, 1876, pp. 30, 5l #.
2
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religious ideas. His objective function consisted in "rendering
faithful servicc to the Fideistsl in thcir fight against materialism
in general and historical materialism in particular." Moreover,
empirio-criticism encouraged the inclination to apathy and
passivity which the Socialist movement has again and again to
overcome afresh. Every idealist philosophy tends to produce
passivity. If the world is nothing else but my conception, then the
importance of the struggle for life, and equally the class struggle,
shrinks to nothing. To replace the "appearanee" ofthe social order
which exists to-day by some other "appearance," eannot be very
important. In short, viewed from the standpoint of socialism,
empirio-criticism was a danger. The Bolsheviks would not have
been Bolsheviks if they had not taken up the fight against this
intellectual trend with all their might.
Nevertheless, the harmfulness of the Machian philosophy should
not cause one to condcmn the man and his life-work altogether. He
was a socially-minded man. Ifis poiitical opinions were those of the
petty-bourgeois radicals, that is to say by no means the worst
which were current in the old Austria. He fclt a lively sympathy
for the socialist movement, although he was ignorant of its theory.
The seat in the Second Chamber which he obtained in his advanced
years garre him repeated opportunity to proye this attitude by
deeds. As a scientific historian and investigator of nature he
enjoyed merited respect. In his books on mechanics and theories
of heat the development of these branches of science are excellently
presented. He was among the first to recognise the untenability of
the older mechanistic world picture and to acknowledge the necessity of that relativity which dominatcs modern physics. Unfortunately, he was misled precisely by thcse views to idealistic ways
of thought-which would not havc taken place if he had become
acquainted in good time with Marxist dialectics.
What is the position of the school which Mach created? Have the
numerous younger philosophers whom he stimulated further
developed his theories in any remarkable manner? One can hardly

the Machian tcachings but at the same time attempts to set forth
precisely the relation of empiro-criticism to Marxism. It was a
courageous (although reprehensible) deed for which he had to serve
a, term of imprisonment. Courage does not forsake him even in face
of the paradoxes of idealism: "The two expressions 'the leaf is grcen'
and 'I have the impression of green' on closer consideration reduces
itself to one fact: different I's repeatedly have the sensation of
green. When 'I' and the leaf are in relation to one another,
green appears. When I look another way the sensation of green no
longer exists. When I look again it is green again. We know
nothing of the leaf at which no one is looking. Assumptions regarding how the leaf at which nobody is looking looks can only be
introjections. The leaf is green when 'I' and 'leaf,' or, more generally
speaking, when subject and object stand in relation to one another."
Regarding the relationship between empirio-criticism and
NIarxism, Adler says that Mach has done for the knowlcdge of
nature what Marx and Engels have done for the knowledge of
society. In one place he sets out to prove that Engels was in fact
an empirio-critic. Then, however, he does not seem to be very
pleased with this discovery, and reproaches the author of AntiDilhring for not having dcalt more fully with thc theory of knowledgc. Engels did not know what "experienee" is. Adler, however,
explains to us the nature of cxperience. The difficulties with which
Engels contcnded can bc seen frorn what he has to say regarding
thc rclation of thinking and being. Whcn hc spcaks of concepts as
"imagcs of real things" and also . . . of thc "reflection" of reality
in the heads of human beings, this does not exclude misunderstanding. . . . A man can only think about what was formerly his
cxperience. . . . Thc "reflcction" in thc head of the man is not thc
rcflcction of somcthing with which hc had nothing to do hitherto
but is the re-rcflcxion (mcmory) of his former scnsations and feelings.
Adler's work on l\'Iach is thoroughly confused. It does no credit
to Austro-Marxism.
Mach was not only criticised by Lenin. Two distinguished
Austrian scholars dealt with him very effectively. Ludwig
Boltzmann, a leading physicist, in the course of a vigorous polemic
against Machian subjectivism wrote, "It is said that since we have
only sense imprcssions to go upon we havc no right to go beyond

say so.

Freidrich Adler in a work he wrote while serving his term of
imprisonment in Stein2 on the Danube, gives not only a survey of

that the deed would be a signal for the rising of the prolctariat against the war. IIe
was condemncd to death,

but the sentence was commuted to eighteen years' imprison-

rncnt. Af[cr thc Revolution, hc was lreed ancl hcld lrigh positions in the Social

-

Democra,tic Party and was one of its leading theoreticians.
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them and postulate an external world. But to be consistent one

an edifice to be brushed aside and not even the church, with all its
propaganda resources, has been able to do this.

more or less directly from Berkclcy. rt was Bcrkeley who, at the
beginning of the age of natural scicnce, transformed that distrust
of sense perception, which produced natural science, into an extreme
subjectivist doctrine. Now there always has been and still exists
to-day, in addition to Berkeleianism, an idealistic philosophy of a
simpler sort. A philosophy which does not set out to efiminaie the
outer world by means of sophistries but accepting matter as given
contents itself with proclaiming its subordination to spirit. rt is
r Ludwig Boltzmanu, populiire Schriflen, I.9OE.
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claimed that spirit has produced matter, imposes its law upon it
and is immanent in all things, etc. The consciousness (spirit) which
is here considered, can be human consciousness, but often it
appears to be a higher and supernatural, a divine consciousness.
Generally speculative doctrines of this kind make little attempt to
conceal their affinity with religious ideas. In this they differ from
empirio-criticism, which appears to have nothing to say on the
question of religion. But one must not think that the difference is
very deep. A doctrine which regards the world as mentally constituted must obviously have close affinity with that other doctrine
which considers the world as spiritual. Therefore we need no
further justification for adding in this article, when considering
cmpirio-criticism, some remarks on the philosophy of Brentano
and Ilusserl which paved the way for some of the most significant
forms of contemporary idealism-the existentialism of Heidegger,
Jaspers and Sartre.
Franz Brentano, born 1838, came of a family famous in the
history of German thought. He studied philosophy and Catholic
theology and became professor of philosophy in Wiirzburg. In the
dispute on the question of papal infallibility, which became very
heated at the end of the 'sixties of last century, he espoused thc
anti-papal standpoint and abandoned the priesthood.
Of Brentano's system we will deal with the doctrine of the intentionality of consciousness and of unreal objects of thought. In
abandoning the priesthood Brentano did not break with catholic
philosophy. In the chapter of his Psychology in which he for the
first time expounds the idea of the intentionality of consciousness
he refers expressly to his scholastic teachers. Every mental act is
characterised, according to the scholastic philosophers of the
Middle Ages, either as objects of first intention or of second intention. The former are actual, existent objeets, the second ate noneuistcnt objects, that is to say they are objects which cannot exist
outside the mind (e.g. a subject, a predicate, universal ideas and so
forth), because the mind with its abstraction and relation, has
imposed upon it conditions essentially mental. Accepting this
doctrine, Brentano holds that the mind therefore does not know
itself, it always knows objects; but not aII objects exist in the
material world. True, all non-existent objects, such as the general
idea of "horse" have their foundation in actual things, such as
actual horses, but the universal is not a "thing," it is only an
object of thought. Our inwardness is the inwardness of outward
235
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of does not exist. Numbers do not euist, buL twclve eggs may;
numbers subsist. The "similarity,, of two peas subsists; t-h" p"u.
cxist.
The importance of thesc ideas lies in the infinite amount of
confusion which they generated in subsequent philosophies. Thcy
recur again and again as the fundamcntal ideas of phenomenology,
a trend which made its appearance about 1900, at first intercsted only spccialists, but irr the period betwcen the two world
German philosophy.
Ilusserl (I859-1988).
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with forms of thinking which belong necessarily to the mind. We
thus give our attention to essential structures, pure forms. The
science of pure possibilities must everywhere precede the science

of real facts. 'Ihe actual world thus bccomcs an exemplification of
thc essential structures that have bcen already determined. These
modes of thinking, possible forms of existence, objects of pure
thought, are discovered by a psychological enquiry into the
activities of thinking as such. We thus intuit certain essences. It is
a way into the heart of reality. At this point Ifusserl falls into
complete Berkeleian subjectivism. All objects tend to be objects
of consciousness; it is of the very naturc of objects that they
should be perceived. In point of fact the relation of an object to
consciousness is that it has been found after existing prior to consciousncss. It enters into the situation of being known without
prejudice to its independent existence.
This is where Heidegger and Sartre come in. Ilusserl never
abandoned the notion of a real world, but his existentialist successors keep the word euistence for what we freely chose to will
into being. The raw material of life, the given, has in itself no
meaning; it is, but it does not enist. It takes on meaning, i.e. it
euists, when it becomes something for zs. This it does only when
we deliberately choose what attitude we shall take to it, what we
shall make of it. To enist at all, we must ex-sist (stand out) from the
merely given. The total responsibility of giving meaning to the
raw stuff of the actual situation is ours alone. We create meaning
and value. Man cannot escape that responsibility. IIe is condemned

to be free.

are characterised
example, that a t
eight are sixteen,

cessity. We rccognise, for
a,nd intcnsity, that twice

be grccn. To deny that

wh
so nuch and rvith such
certainty, "are" would be absurd. Obviously, in their spcciflc
objects, about

manner they "are" as idcal objects, ideas or entitics.
Now wc can consider the diffcrent types of thinking ancl the
objects which correspond to those types in abstraction from what
actually exists. we thus get back to a kind of Kantianism, r,vorking
236

Heidegger (born 1889),r the most notable German philosopher of
the Nazi and pre-Nazi epoch, was honourcd by Hitler, becoming in
1933 Rector of the University of Freiburg. While not openly
avowing that his philosophy was fascist, he was acceptable to the
Nazis. The essential thing about him is not his servility to the
Nazi State, but his genuine Nazi substance, which could not
possibly be assumed. If Heidegger was supported by Hitler it is
because flguratively speaking he made Hitler.
His philosophy has been described as the flrst bankrupt balance
sheet of an existence which is meaningless, in which life is but a
mirage, consisting of phenomcna and no more, producing febrile
shivers of anxiety in which liberation is in the realisation that the
mirage is a mirage of nothingness.
1

IIis principal works are Sein und Zeit,

-1927,

287

and ITns isl Metapl4lsic, 1929,
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we thus see that the subjectivity of Mach and his successors, all
of them in the true Kantian succession, leads through rrusserl to
the belief that the world has no significance apart from that which
we choose to give it. Man himse
ibility and all
actuality. It is because of this
ity that man
dwells for ever in a condition of
s and because
dread is at the same time the intuitive apprehension of the nothingness from which he comes, and to which he goes. we cannot avoid.
extinction, therefore either it can overtake us without our consent,
or we can freely will our own annihilation. rf we do so the choice
gives us for the moment real "existetace," "eflistence unto ileq,th.',
rn whatever situation we find ourselves, while there is nothing we
can d,o, we can choose what attitude to take to the unalterable and
the inevitable. This is the doctrine of the free man, but free without

power of a new ruling class.
Husserl's sphere of work was mainly psychology, logic and the
thgory of knowledge. His pupil Heidegger pursued the same path.
others, notably Max Scheler and Nikolai rrartmann, treated the
problems of ethics from the phenomenological standpoint, and
here they are directly influenced by Brentano. This is ieen in the
formation of "systems of obvious valuations." rrartmann concludes
"that there is a self-existent ideal sphere in which values are nature,
and that, as the contents of this sphere, valucs, serf-subsistent and
dependent upon no prior experience, are discerned a priori.',r
Elsewhere he says that "thc universality, necessity and obJectivity
of the valuational judgment hold good in idea,,, which means that
whoever has attained the adequate mentality must necessarily feel
and judge thus and not otherwise. We have hcre a po.ryerful reinforcement of that absolutism in ethics that is orr" of the main

1

llartmann, -Etlrics (English translation), p. l6E.
Profcssor Gordon Childe,s article in i4odern euarterly, Vol. 4, No.
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ferential system of values determinative of the validity of any
specific thought form.
But in Heidegger two other streams of thought unite with
Ilusserl's phenomenology-the deep pessimism of I(ierhegaard
with his maxim "choose, leap and be free," and the philosophy
of Nietzsche. The revival and development of these philosophies
clearly reflect the feeling of hopelessness which oYercame Germany
after 1920 and the emcrgence of "the lonely, stubborn, self-made
man." Philosophers gave up the idea of a free people making a free
society and let things slide. Bourgeois defeatism passively aecepts
the dictates of external power, on the one hand ignoring the real
powers, economic and political, that limit man, and on the other
despairingly accepting inescapable arrival, and irrevocable death.
The "freedom" the new philosophy exults in is therefore not
autonomy but mere stubbornness, a sham freedom-living to death
instead of living for a cause, something between life and suicide.
It has a grimmer side. Accepting aII the pessimism of Christianity, especially the idea of man's fallen condition, with none of its
optimism, Heidegger's "solution" is the open and explicit acceptance of life with its whole burden of tragedy and anguish. This
abstract worship of naked "existence" is but another expression of
that cult of animalism and barbarism which continually breaks out
in fascism and finally becomes its manifest meaning. It expresses
itself as a pagan religion of Life and Death, of engendering and
expanding Life, of inflicting and enduring death; a religion of Urge
and Fear, of the Triumphant or else the Hunted Beast. As
Chesterton depicts the pagan invaders:
"Their goils were sadder than the sea,
Gods of a z.aandering usill,
Who cried, for blood, like beasts at night,
Sud,ly, from hill to h'ill-"

4.
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By T.J. N. O'Snpe
frequently argue that the European economy is,
cntity. rt is this notion which underlies
much of the discussion at the economic and technical lcvcl on
convertibility in Europe and the liberalisation of trade, thc
development of East-West trade and so forth. The purpose of
this article is to examine the economic and political realiiies-underlying this kind of discussion. First the nature of the pre-war
relation between European countries and betrveen weste^rn and
alled. Second the develop_
elopments in both Western
Thirdly the character and
ons between Western and
Eastern Europe will be examined.
lE\CON-ONI-ISTS
or should be, a single
JL)

20 per cent. of Europe's imports of oil. Poland and Yugoslavia
were significant sources of non-ferrous metals.
Within Western Europe there was a considerable volume of
trade in manufactures; for example, the United Kingdom and
Belgiurn exported to each other iron and steel, engineering and
chemical products. Thc basic clements in the pre-war European
trading system were the British surplus of imports from nearly
every European country, paid for by earnings of overseas investment and shipping; and the large surplus of German exports to
most European countries, financed by Germany's favourable trade
balance with the United Kingdom rvhich in turn enabled it to
maintain a largc import surplus madc up of supplies of raw
materials from overseas. For Germany, cspecially, Eastern and
South-Eastern Europc was a vital market.
It will be seen that the charactcr of Western Iiurope's trade with
Eastern Europe was similar to that of the trade between the
United Kingdom, for example, and her colonies, of an avowedly
imperialist pattern. Itrastern Europe was preserved as a source of
food and raw materials and as a sphere for the export of capital
and of manufactures, mainly consumer goods. Investment was
confined to utilities, mining and oil. The industrial development of
this region was deliberately prevented or restricted. Already
before the war, with the aid of special financial techniques, political
pressure and local quislings, Nazi Germany had achieved dominance over Eastern Europe. The further stages during ttre war and
occupation werc rlo more than logical developments, incorporation
in the Nazi economy as an agrarian hinterland to be systematically
and ruthlessly plundered.
Such a conception of the role of Eastern and South-Eastern
Europe, even during the war rvherr it was politic to talk in terms of
"equality," "development for the beneflt of the people" and so on,
was by no neans conflned to the fascists. The plans of Western
Europe for Eastern Europe before 1945 were revealed with striking
clarity in an article by P. N. Rosenstein-Rodan, written on behalf
of the Royal Institute of International Affairs. The author objected
to what he called the Russian model on the ground that "building
up heavy industries in East and South-Eastern Europe at a
great sacrifice would only add to the world excess capacity of heavy
industry, and would constitute from the world's point of view
largely a waste of resources."r IIe advocated capital lending based
I
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on "sound principies of international division of labour (which
postulates labour-intensivc, i.e. light industries in over-populated
areas).')r IIe contemplated a loan of about f,2| million, stressing that
"the whole of the industr"y to be created is to be treated as, and
should be planned like, one whole flrm or tlust."2 Haif the representatives of the Board should be from the creditor countries and
dividends should bc guaranteed by the Eastern European government authorities. The ultimate aims were also considered. Thus
"industrialisation of international depressed areas, once it is
accomplished, may create an equilibrium, from which onwar.ds
normal private incentives may operate successfully."s a6""" u""
frequent nostalgie longings to-day for a scheme of this kind.
Post-war history has taken a very different course. The working
class has gained power in Poland, Czechoslovakia, Ilungary,
Rumania, Bulgaria and Albania. The capitalist class has maintained
itself in power in Western Europc, although the working-class
movement is rnuch strongcr. But the countries of Western Europe
are steadily losing their indcpendence to the United States, which
has ernerged frorr the .lvar immeasurably stronger, both absolutely
and relatively. Only the sustaincd aid of right .w,ing social democracy and thc capitulation of the capitalist classes to the United
States have made it possible for capitalism in Western Europe to
survive.
The next step is to consider the trend of development in Europe
since the war, contrasting r,vhat has happened in Western and in
Eastern Europe. Both sets of countries have proclaimed their
intention to develop their economies on the basis of national plans
which are designed to cover scveral years, but both performance
and perspective are very different.
While all the economies of Western Europe are capitalist and the
degree of state intervention differs, ther.e is a strong trend in every
country of Western Europe, under Arncrican pressure, towards the
removal of controls and towards a return to free market economy.
Nevertheless nearly every Western country has retained certain
controls over foreign trade and in the sphere of monetary policy,
and has preparcd a long term economic plan. Most of these plans
represent little more than aspirations in programmatic form and
are a by-product of the Marshall FIan. It has been the declared
aim of this plan that countries of Western Europe should restore
the equilibrium in their external balance of payments without
L EconomicJournal,Jrne-September, 1043, p.203. 2 lbid.,p.204. 3 lbid.,p.2O8.
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foreign aid by 1952. Thc plans themselves, however, have proved
to be inadequate or self-contradictory, while the recent trend of
events show steady progress away from "equilibrium" and a
diminished rate of econorric progress.
The national programmcs were reviervecl towards the end of 1948
by the Organisation for European Econornic Co-operation. The
interim report of this organisationl argued that while in each
individual country the objcctive of an overall cquilibrium of
balance of payments could, in terms of the paper plan itself, be
attained, the plans were inconsistent with one another or overoptimistic in regard to trading possibilities with thc outside world.
There would still be, it 'was estimated, an overall deficit with the
outside world of 3,000 million dollars. There was a general tendency
to concentrate on developing import substitutes in each country,
rather than additional sources of cxports. Where additional
exports were planned, there was no guarantce that they could be
sold. Thus Western Germany and other countries in Western
Europe rvere planning to sell material and equipmcnt in excess of
the amounts which other Wcstern European countries were planning to buy. There \yas a general desire among all countries to sell
textile products among each other, while refusing to buy them.
France was planning to cxport more agricultural products than
other Western European countries were prepared to buy. So far as
trade with Eastern Europe was cortcerned, the completion in 1952
of the programmes assumcd the rcstoration of the volume of imports
to only three-quarters of the pre-war lcvel., Finally in the face,
on the one hand, of a growing unwillingness or inability of the
United States to import, and, on the othcr, of the growing competitive strength of the United States relative to Europe, the absorptive
power of markets outside Europe intcnded to take additional
European exports was clearly cxaggerated. Significantly, the
United Nations Economic Commission for Burope comments: "the
exaggeration is unlikely to refer to thc capacity to produce sufficient commodities for export, but onlytotheir abilityto seII them."s
The actual trend of events is even urore disturbing for the
future of Western Europe. Thus in the rcvisecl estimates submitted
by the United Kingdorn to O.E.E.C. in August, the prospective
deflcit for 1949-50 was raised from f,235 million to nearly f,4OO
1 "Interirn Rcport on the European Reoovery Programmc, O.E.E.C,, Paris, 1948."
Summarisccl and analysed. by tl:la Dconondc Srtraey of L)wrope in 1948-United Nations
f,Xconomic Commission for Europc, ()enev:r,, 19d0, p. 192,
2 lbid., p. r95.
3 fDdd., p. 199.
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million. Yet the actual deficit has recently been running at more
than f600 million pcr annum, while the aetual Mar.shall Aid

capacity in the engincering industry in several countries. From
acute scarcity, the steel markct is now virtually saturated. There
is considerable discussion of a substantial surplus in the near future,
of cuts in productionand the reconstruction of the European steel
cartel.
The underlying reality of the Marshall Plan is now plain. It
has never been a plan for the recovery of Western Europe. It is
only secondarily a plan for the "containment,, of communism.
Primarily the fulfilmcnt of its major purposes is a precondition
for carrying out the policy of united states imperialism. rn other
words, it was designed to prepare thc way for the large-scale export
of United States capital to Western Europe.
There have been four important stages.
First, stcady pressure upon, or intervention with Western
European Governments to reduce wages, social service expenditure and direct taxation, all under the guise of flghting ,,inflalion,,,
but in reality to reduce the price of labour power and increase

on domestic capital investment and the notorious export licensing
policy which prevents a wide range of goods manufactured in
Western Europe from being exported to Eastern Europe. This
policy has been aimed less at Eastern Europe (the united states
knows well that it can do little to affect the military potential of
the socialist rvorld or the steady dcvelopment of its industry and
agriculture) than at western tr)urope. ri is a welr established fact
that by reorientating its imports and exports, Western Europe
could by now have virtually dispensed with thc need to trade wilh
the dollar area, but this would have completcry brocked the basic
aim of United States policy, the finding of a major new freld for
capital investment.
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The fourth and crucial stage in the preparations is convertibility
so-called "liberalisation of trade." Intense
pressure is now bcing applicd to complete this phase. Thereafter
United States capital can be expected. to pour into Europe and

of curreneies and the

espccially Western Germany, Italy and Austria.
In such an overall picturc it will be seen that thc Western
European countrics have adopted a policy of irnperialist alliancc
with (and dependence upon) the United Statcs, involving declining
living standards. Such is the pelspcctive before them.
In Eastern Europe thc trend of development is very different.
Therc is no dollar gap thcre since countries in Eastern Europe,
deprived of dollar gifts or loans, confinc their dollar purchases to
levels at which they can pay out of current cxporbs, and practisc
mutual help on a considerable scale, dcriving particular benefit
from thc Soviet Union in the form of technical and financial aid.
The fourth Soviet Five Year PIan, which eame into force at
the beginning of 1946, has been steadily ovcr-fullillecl and "it is
probable that the aggregate production targets of thc Five Year
Plan will be fulfiIled. in four years.)'l As cornpared with 1940,
despite the tremendous war destruction and losses, overall industrial production in I95O will be 48 per ccnt. highcr and agricnltural production 27 per cent. higher. Engineering output will
have been increased by over I00 per cent.; iron and steel production
by over one-third; coal by half; electric power by 70 per cent.; and
consumer goods by rnore than a third. The long term economic
plans of the six popular democracies in Eastern Europe provide
for vcry large increases in industry and substantial increases in
agriculture. Thus electric power production will be increased by

three times in Ilungary and nearly six timcs in Foland. Steel
production in Poland'wiII be increased by three times to nearly 7
million tons. There will also bc high rates of expansion in engineering and chemicals, and considerable increasc in consumer goods.
Wibh minor exceptions in one or two sectors in certain countries
plan f'ulfilment, so far, has bccn up to schedule. The volume of
trade between Eastern countries (including the U.S.S.R.) was
almost twice as much in 1948 as in 1947, and about three times
as much as beforc the rvar. 'Ih.c volume of trade between these
countries is planned to inclcase steadily, ancl although hitherto
trade agreements have been rnarkcd by fairly close bilateral planning
with some latitude provided by reciprocal credit margins, one of the
1

United Nations, World Dconanvic Report, 1948, Ncw l-ork, 1949, p. 159.
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aims of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance cstablished in
January, 1949, is the development of multilateral exchanges among
the membcr countries.
The next problem to bc cxamined is that of the outlook for wider
economic relations betwccn capitalism iu Western Europe and
socialism in Eastern lXurope. This means essentially the prospects for
increased East-lYest bradc. The dominant contradiction in theworld
to-day is that between capitalism and socialism. The second World
War and its aftermath have strengthened the socialist sector and its
allies and weakened thc forces of capitalism. One third of the world is
now within the socialist arca, and despite hcr terrible losses during
the war the Soviet Union is grolving rapidly stronger economically
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and national rnovements in under-developed countries are steadily
increasing in strength. In the capitalist world, despite the enormous
increase in the econornic power of the United States and the
deliberately fostered revival of Germany and Japan, three imperialist powers have disappeared from the front rank, and two
others, Britain and Francc, are seriously weakened.
The growing relative weakness of thc capitalist sector makes
its strugglc against the socialist scctor all the stronger, as the
histoly of the "cold \var," the "shooting war" in several areas, and
the intensive war preparations all show. Yet there are other
factors, dcspite this all-embracing an<l deadly strugglc, which
make it perfectly realistic to exarnine seriously the prospects of,
and conditions for, expanded trade bctween Eastern and Western
Burope, and between Westcrn Europe and under-devcloped areas
in other parts of the world, such as China and soon other areas.
These factors are the contradictions within capitalism itself.
Thc first contradiction is that betwccn capital and labour in
each capitalist country. As a result of thc search for profits and
the dorvnward pressure on \trages, thc economic crisis is intensified,
owing to the growing impoverishment of Western domestic
markets. This in turn impels a scarch for ncw markets abroad. The
imperialist pattern of trade leads also to an impoverishment of
colonial rnarkets. 'fhe people of Westcm Europe know, however,
that there is an alternativc path in v,hich the purchasing power of
overseas markcts can grow, and thus cnable living standards to
be maintained and increased in their own countries. This is the

decisive factor. In the last analysis it is only the working class
which can compel a radical reorientation in thc direction of Western
European trade sincc bhe struggle is part of a much widcr political
fight.
There are other factors powerfully impelling tliis change. The
second contradiction is that betwecn capitalists, either within the
capitalist class of a country or bctween capitalist states. The
experience of the I\{arshall Plan, already discussed, shows the
conflicts between the countries of Western Europe and the real
aims of the United States in relation to Western Europe. By far
the most important aspect of this contradiction is that between
the United States and Great Britain. 'Ihe law of uneven development inherent in capitalism has meant that the Unite<l States now
accounts for almost two-thirds of thc rvorld's productive capacity.
All the statistical indices, stcel production, size of rnerchant
shipping, average share of world's exports, ctc., indicate the
tremendous growth of the United States econornic po\yer. American
productivity is more than twice as great as that of Western
Europe; in some in<lustries it is four times as great. Thc rate of
growth of American productivity is also almost twice as great as
that of Western Europe.
Factors which make an economic crisis in the United States on
an unprecedented scale ulbimately incvitable, in particular the
colossal growth of productive po\ver in relat'ion to possible markets
and the steady and high rate of growth in productivity, can be
clearly seen. The steady down-turn in economic activity during
1949 shows that the crisis has already started. The conflict with
Britain can, therefore, only intensify, and its manifestations can be
seen in every part of thc world, in the Middle East over oil, in the
Far East over the price and quantity of colonial raw materials
to be bought by Arnerica and in the whole British Empire, and
especially Africa, ovcr spheres of invcstment. Above all it can be
seen in the recent Anglo-American financial discussions, the
real scope of rvhich went far beyond a discussion ovcr Britain's
dollar gap. It is norv being scen quite ciearly that discussions on
the scale of llfarshall Aid to Britain, and on devaluation, cannot
be dissociated from such questions as trade discrimination, tariff
policy, import restrictions, free cotlertibility of currencies and
American investment policy. In the devaluation issue, for example,
successful American prcssure on Britain to devalue the pound was
essentially part of thc policy of breaking up the sterling area, the
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countries, despite serious lveaknesses and continuing internal divisions are stronger and more united than before the war. Colonial
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only rival currency block to the dollar, to turn the terms of trade
more in favour of the United States, and most important of all,
an attempt to incrcasc the value of United States capital exports
to Britain and the British Commonwealth.
In this conflict the United States is steadily gaining ground. Yet
there is oppositionlvithin the British capitalist class. On one side,
speaking for the capitulators,Lhe Sunday Times can discuss a dollarsterling merger quite calmly, pointing out that "Its advocatcs also
contend that the West cannot indefinitely afford friction between its
two principal economic groups when facing the East."r On the
other, a distinguished academic protagonist of British capitalist interests, discussing the llavana Charter, the implementation of
which contains in a nutshell all the Anglo-United States antagonisms,
points out that "in British eyes thc dice of the nondiscrimination
rule seem already to bc loaded against the preferential system of
the British Commonwealth. . . . It is scarcely an exaggeration to
say that the rcduction of tariff preferenccs within the British
Commonwealth is the only consequence of the Charber rvhich is definite and certain."2 He goes on to argue that the problem of balance
of payments equilibrium, which is rcgarded by the Charter as a side
issue, should havc becn regarded as the key objective, which it
clearly is, from Britain's point of view. Ile says "there could be no
more dangerous idea than that a depreciation of exchange rates is
the sovereign rcmedy for a balancc-of-payments deficit."e
It is such conflicts rvithin thc capitalist class of Western Europe
which help to generate opposition to the United States, and
periodic attempts to find salvation in trade rvith thc socialist world.
The third contradiction is that betwecn thc imperialist powers,
notably Great Britain, and the colonial or quasi- colonial territories. The initial effect of this contladiction is to turn Britain, in
particular, away from trade with liastern Europe, and to maintain
the pattern of trade between thc devcloped and undevcloped area
in such a way that the latter rcmains under-developed. 'Ihe reason
that Britain has continuously given, for example, as to why she is
unable to expand her tradc with Eastcrn Europc is that her resources are fully committed elservhere. On the one hand she relies
heavily on the sterling area as an outlet for her exports; on the
othcr, she is concentrating on exports which will earn doliars
directly, and thc main brunt of this policy falls on the colonies
I

Sund.ay ?imes, August 28th, 19.19.
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themsclves. Indeed, the rolc mapped out for the colonies is as an
increasing sourcc of dollar earnings, whatever the cost to Britain

in

ialism is the exPort of caPital

to

can be earned than in the home

dustries, but also to keep other imperialist powers out. The trasic
assumptions of imperialismare being called in question by thegrowth
of colonial movements, while the prospects of closing the dollar gap,
in the face of American policy, are slender indeed. There are forces,
particularly in the Far East and Latin America, which are determined to end the old relationship with the imperialist countries,

while the failure of imperialist policy under present conditions,
despite cnormous military expenditure, may compel Western
Euiope to turn more, if in a halting fashion, towards trade with
Eastern Europe.
The result of these three basic contradictions makes increasingly
possible expanded East-wcst trad.e. First of all the pressure of the
working-class movements within thc Wcstern countries is growing,
and they will find incrcasingly allies amorrg producers whose
markcts are disappcaring, or who do not relish capitulation to
America. In thc Anglo-American struggle the big guns are on the
side of America, and Britain may be compclled to look over her
shoulder in an Eastern direction, as countries likc France and Italy
are alrcady doing. Colonial policy remains extremely profitable for
the few, but their numbers are diminishing; the growing pressure

thrcefold. TIte output of oil by ljritish compames rn tne .Nlld(tlc lrast rs pl&nnec Eo
million tons in 1956. (fbid', August 6th,
1946 to 8o'4
8o'4'million
from 23'3
2:].8 miilion tons iri 1946
rise lrom
re4e.)
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of the colonial movements along with the working-class movements

sources. Yet there are substantial ore resources in Eastern Europe,
for example in Poland. Still rnore important, three-quarters of the
known world resources of bauxitc are to be found in Europe, the
largest deposit being in Huugary. Aluminium is growing in importance and is steadily being dcveloped as a substitute for
copper, yet by 1952 Itruropc still plans to import one-third of its
requirements. Europe is importing more than half a million tons of
sulphur per annum. Sulphur can be largely replaced by pyrites,
of which there are abundant resources in Europe which can be
quickly developed. In the scheme rvhich originated in the Economic
Commission for Europe, but which has only been adopted in a much
modified form with only Jugoslavia and Finland participating,
timber cutting equipment was to bc made available on credit to
timber producing countries in Eastern Europe, and as a result
additional timber exports valued. at approximately 120 million
dollars lvould. have been forthcoming within a period of three years.r
The counterparts of thc additional exports from Eastern
Europc of food and ralr materials required from Western Europe
are two-fold. First, the means of making the additional production
available, such as mining, processing and transportation equipment
in the case of ores, cutting and transportation equipment in the
case of timber, fertiliscrs, and agricultural cquipment in the case
of agricultural products. All these engineering and chemical
products are manufactured in Western Europe and are, moreover,

of Western Europe is breaking up the old relationships.

Therc is no prospect whatevcr of closing the dollar gap
along the lines of present policy. The United States cannot take
Western European goods in the quantity required to pay for
Western European imports from herself. Eastern Europe can
provide most of the food and raw materials required by Western
Europe and at present obtained from thc United States and the
other countries in the dollar bloc, and can take the goods mallufactured by Western Europe.
Illustrations of the goods which can bc obtained from Eastern
Europe, and which are at present obtained in large quantities
from the Western Hcmisphere in exchange for dollars, can easily be
given.l Thc Soviet Union at the recent Washington Wheat Conference stated that she was able to place 100 million bushels of wheat
a year on the world market. This would satisfy the minimum rvheat
import requirements of Western European countries and still
leave something over for Soviet cxports to other destinations.
The total import requirements of Western Europc in coarse grains
could be obtained from thc Soviet Union and other Eastern
countries. Considerably increased quantities, and, still more important, steadily increasing quantities of meat, meat products and
dairy products could be obtained from Eastern Europe. Given the
perhaps disagrecable change in taste, the United Kingdom's
tobacco imports could be entircly obtained from European sources,
and especially Bulgaria. A steady increase in Eastern European production of oil seed, sugar beets, fruit and vegetables is taking place.
Providing suitable long-term arrangements were made the necessary imports of Western Europe could cventually be obtained
almost entirely from this quarter.
At present Europe obtains no more than onc-third of its lead
ore and one-half of its zinc ore requirements from European
lItis
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Eastern Europc
Duropc therc
tnerc rrre
trre no "surpluses"
lying atlout
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De exportcd,
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are two relevant questions which should bc asked. Thc first is what can lte exported
immcdiately in exchangc
exchanqc for goods which the Eastern countrics actually
actuallv want,
wanl. and
it can readily bc shown that thcrc
lherc is a widc range
ranse of food and rarv mCtcrials.
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second, and still more important question, is what cau be obt:r,incd ovcr a period of
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of natural resourccs, largely through the export of capital equipment on suitable
terms.
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now fleely available. Secondly, since Eastern Europe is not prepared
to accept only the mcans of prod.ucing foocl and rarv materials for
export to Western Europe, she requires to import heavy engineering equipment of all kinds, and this also is becoming freely available
in Western Europe.

Western Europe is interested in trade with Eastern Europe not
only to obtain imports of food and raw materials. Her market
problem is growing as the crisis develops. Eastern Europe represents a stable and evcr expanding market for many of the goods
produccd in Western Europe, and especially heavy engineering
products of all kinds. FinaIIy, increased East-West trade'can make
possible the restoration of a multilateral trading area independent
of dollar domination. Thus, sincc Eastern Europe also requires
such raw materials as tin, wool and rubber produced in the sterling
area, she could pay for such products out ofa surplus with, say, the
1 'Ihe failure of this schcme was due to Arnetican prcssure exerted tlrrough the
hrternational Bank, to supply half ttre requircd timbcr producing machincry, despite
the fact that everything Decessary could be produced in Europe.
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United Kingdom, who could in turn maintain a certain delicit with
Eastern Europe and a surplus with the rest of the sterling arca.
Eastern Europe's interest in trade with Western Europe lies in
the prospect of importing capital equipment, particularly if part
of this equipment can be obtained on suitable credit terms. This
will enable these countlies to increase the level of industrialisation
and the productivity of agriculture more rapidly. It must bc rcrncmbered, however, that as time goes on the interest of Westcrn Europe
in trade with Eastern Europe must grow, while the interest of
Eastern Burope in trade with a capitalist West will diminish.
Wcstern Europe has a dual interest, as a source of imports and
as a market for exports. Eastern Europe has no export market
problem, and is interested only in obtaining certain imports for
which her exports are sirnply means of paymcnt. Trade with thc
inherently unstable capitalist world always has its disadvantages
for a socialist country. 'I'here is no certainty, even on the economic
plane, that a capitalist country can fulfiI its commcrcial undertakings. There is the added uncertainty that deliveries promised
may subscquently be refused on political grounds. Finally, the
ratc of economic advance in the socialist sector is very rapid. Of
this, fresh evidence accumulates every day. As timc goes on, there
will be fewer and fewer goods which it is urgent to import
from the capitalist world. r
It is clear that both in Western and Eastern Europe there is a
basis of mutual intercst in increasing East-West trade, and
objective economic and political possibilities for it.
There are, however, three essential conditions which must be fulfilled if this mutual interest is to be satisfled. First, it is not sufificient
that East-West trade should be confined to annual bilateral
agreements between countries on the basis of exactly balanced
trade. Planned economies do not produce a casual and unpredictable "surplus" for export. If they cannot get the imports they
require in exchange for their exports, the exportable food and
raw materials will not be produced. If countries with such
economies are to divert some of their already fully employed
resources to expand production for export, trade agreements must
r In the case of Eastern ltrurope, some crctlits arc being given by thc U.S,S,R.
Itxports from the six smaller l)astern Il)uropcan countries to thc U.S.S.R. wcrc about
ten timcs greater in voltrme in 1938 as compared with 1948, while ttre imports were
rbont twerrty-fivc times greatcr (scc Economic Suroeg oJ Europc in 1948 by II.C.E.,
Geneva, 1049). There is therefore a signi{icant crcdit elerncnt hcre, 'rvhile thc character
of the tradc is capital equipmcnt and raw rnatcrials frorn thc U,S.S.R. in exchange
for manulhcturers and raw rnaterials from the Eastern countries.
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be over a definite period of years, taking into account the period of
prod.uction of the goods to be produced and ensuring that definite
commitments arc made that the capital cquipment will be delivered
on time, and the additional final products actually bought. Second,

the more industrialiscd countries of Western Europe must be
prepared to finance somc of the additional production exported
from Eastern Europe by nrcans of short or medium term credits.

It

would have been to the long-term economic interest of Western
Europe to extend credits to Eastern Europe in the period immediately after the war. Third, thcre must be an end of discriminatory
practices, both political discrimination which prevents export of socalled war equipment, and economic discrimination by means of
which the more industrialised country attempts to dictate the type
of development in the less devcloped country. Efforts are still being
made to persuade countrics in Eastern Europe to concentrate less
in their development plans on heavy industry.l The era when
Eastern Europe can be regarded just as a source of food and raw
materials and a market for manufactures, largely consumer goods,
for the West is gone. Except in the case of Jugoslavia, the old
"complementarity" is dead.
The outlook for the peoples of Western Europc, urrless there is
a radical change in policy towards trade with Eastern Europe, is
extrcmely grim-a steady worsening in living standards combined
with a steady drive to war. Moreovcr, time is running out. A considerable and cxpanding volume of trade is possible if a start is
made now. Such trade is vital to the prosperity of Western Europe
and would be of great value to Eastern Europe. Without such
trade, Eastern Europe will still forge ahead and will become less
and less intercsted as time goes on, while Western Europe's
difficulties will get.worse. In ten years' time the West could easily
become a vast depressed area, dependent upon and ruthlessly
exploited by United States finance capital. It is for the working
class of Western Europe to force a change of policy; only they
can do it. They know the overwhelming logic of their case, and
they must learn how urgent it is to act and to act quickly.

it is cctainly urrtrue.
ZbA
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has long been understood that the art of an age cannot be
understood in isolation from other forms of cultural life, from the
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religious, philosophical and economic aspects of the life of the
period. This, we realise, must be considered as a wholc and not as
so many parallel and unrelated streams. A great step forward was
made when it was discovered that these aspccts were not merely
the expression of the spirit of the age, but wcre in the last resort,
to be understood by reference to the human relations of men on the
level of production. But, while a few illuminating examples of this
dependence have been indicated, it is unfortunately the case that
the relationship of the economic and political background with the
cultural superstructure has only been rnadc out in the most general
terms. Clearly, this is a case not for broad generalisations, which are
unconvincing, but for exhaustivc and detailcd stucly of concrete
examples. That in its turn means the detailed survey of a particular
fleld, a patient and exhaustive study of concretc details.
This is what we have in Dr. Antal's important history of Florentine art in the fourteenth and early fifteenth centurics,l in which
he seeks to show that the fine arts were essentially an expression
of the social and intellectual thought of the pcriod, and that the
artists were craftsmen cmployed by the classcs then rising to
power to serve their special interests. The author equates the
various stylcs of this period with the state of the society that
commissioned them, beginning with thc sane, sculpturesque
Giotto, passing to the mystical but "popular" art of the unstable
radical period, and cnding (before the advent of the Medici)
with the "natural" classicism of the aristocratic period of Masaccio.
fn order to achieve his purpose Dr. Antal places on record a great
mass of facts about Florentine economic, social and political life
before going on to a detailed account of the arts and of the artist
craftsmen and their employers. 'Ihe author analyses the economic
basis of the great prosperity of fourteenth-century Florence; he
traces its decadence after the collapse of the great banking families
and the rise of a lower middle class who temporarily won control
of the city, but who lost it again when prosperity returned. From
then on Dr. Antal describes the city moving away from political
r I-. Antal, Florenlinc Pui,nting and its Social llacltgrou,nd (Kegan Paul, 1948).
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radicalism, to an upper middle-class state and from this phase
towards the aristocratic oligarchy of the Medicis.
On this basis, we find a parallcl risc and fall of various religious
and philosophical movenrcnts and cults, as weII as the purely
political expressions of the class movements of the times. The
whole complex throlvs a flood of light upon the successive art forms
and upon the individual works of art long known to all but never
bcfore interpreted in this light. The 160 half-tone plates admirably
illustrate the devclopment of this thcme.
Antal begins by comparing two well-known Madonnas by
Masaccio and Gentile da Fabriano, and asking how two paintings
of the same subject 'lvhich arc so fundarnentally different could
have been painted 'within a few ycars of each other. IIe proceeds to
analyse not only the general social background of these paintings,
but the particular social groupings which actually cornmissioned
them and were responsiblc for the contrasting treatments.
Antal demonstrates through a concentrated analysis that the
economic and political power of Florence in the early fifteenth
century was vested in the hands of the uppcr middle class, dominated
by a few'wealthy and powerful families such as the Albizzi and
Uzzarro, big lando'rvners and mcrchants.
Both Masaccio and Gentile were largely dependent upon upper
middle-class circles for their livelihood, for although earlier the
artist had relied upon the patronage of the larger guilds, the church
and various religious orders, by the turn of the century individual
families had grown prosperous enough to become private patrons.
But the upper middle class at this tirne lacked the ideological
unity apparent more than a century earlier when they were
struggling against the feudal nobility. 'Ihe alliance of the lower
middle class had turned these battles into a grcat progressive movement; but now the pendulum of necessity had swung, and with the
nobility defeated the upper middle class became the oppressors
with the nobility itself as an ally.
Antal shows how this social and political alliance with the
Ianded aristocracy is refleeted in the work of Gentile-distinctly
Gothicised in manner, with an inordinate realism of detail and
pompous display of finery in dress. This aristocratised, almost
precious tendency (which also reflected the tasks of the lesser
burghers, whose cultural position Antal declares to be very similar)
even extended to religious painting. Thus the Virgin, earlier
depicted as a simple woman seated besidc a manger, now becomes
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a refined bourgeoise with an entourage of expensively dressed
ladies-in-waiting, holding gifts in their hands.
By contrast, the art of Masaccio is matter of fact, sober and
clear-cut, showing an advanced interest in the logical and scientific
construction of his pictures, with a notable use of aerial perspective.
In addition his absorption with antiquity, part of a general revival
of classical ideas, found expression in a more accurate delincabion
of the human form. Compared to his contemporaries, Masaccio's
rend.ering of religious scenes are remarkably austere; even scenes
depicting miracles are detached and unemotional.
Thc ideas embraced in Masaccio's art, unlikc Gentile's, 'tvere
those of the most progressive sections of the upper middle class.
Their harvest was not to be reaped until later, when thc bourgeoisie
were bctter equipped to deal with them. Likc so many artists,
however, in advance of their time, Masaccio lived in debt and was
relatively impoverished compared to his fcllow painters. Antal
points out, in spcaking of the frescoes in Santa Maria dcl Carrninc,
that only the influence of important fricnds among thc progressive
intelligentsia gained him the commission.
IIe states later, when referring to the frescoes in St. Trinita:
"It is noteworthy that for these, thc Bankers should have chosen
Lorenzo I\[onaco fan arbist stylistically close to Gentile D.C.]. . . . We
can be quite sure that they would never have seriously considercd
Masaecio. For the bulk of the upper middle class was not so
radically progressive as its intcllectuals; only the potentiality of a
genuine progressive bourgeois tastc cxisted."r 'Ihe differences of
style and outlook to be found in Gentile and Masaccio therefore
clearly emerge before us as a result of Antal's analysis, as dependent
on the differences in outlook anrong the uppcr rniddle class itself, and
not as the art histories infer on chance factors of inspired genius.
This will give us some idea of Antal's approach to his problem.
It differs fundamentally from that of most art historians. As he
says of those who find it impossible to accept this new approach,
"they camnot imagine that art history is a piece of history, and that
the art historian's task is primarily not to approve or disapprove of
a given work of art from his orvn point of view, but to try and explain it in the light of its own historical premises; and that there is
no contradiction bet'ween a picture as a work of art and a document
of its kind."2

Early Italian art, including the Florentires, has until now bcen
a particularly exclusive preservc of "art for art's sake" theorists.
Bernhard Bcrenson, perhaps the most eminent writer on the
Italians, sums up this gencral attitude in thcse words: "It was upon
form and form alone that the great Florentine masters concentrated their efforts, and consequently we are forced (sfc) to believe
that in their pictures at least, form is the principal enjoyment."r
No evidence is adduccd for this assertion, and the only remarkablc
thing about this method of unravelling art history, is that it seldom
requires any. For how much easier is it to declare that the styles
of Giotto and say, Duccio, diflercd because they were both individual geniuses or that the Italian Renaissance "was a great unfolding
of the human spirit"z than to analyse the concrete social and
economic causes which alone can account for both.
To understand and appreciatc Antal's discoveries wc must scc
them in relation to a continually changing historical process in
which art and ideology reflect cach emphasis and fluctuation of
class fortune. To do this, we must retracc our steps somcwhat to
his developed consideration of the position which Florence
occupied in thirteenth-century Italy and up to the early
fifteenth century-the period with which the book dcals. By the
thirteenth century a flourishing textile industry, prcdominantly in
wool, together with trade and banking, had given Florcnce a position
of singular economic power, which was only to bc rivalled considerably later by the advent of Flemish competition in silks. It is
curious to note that, despite the marked similarity bctween the
sudden irruption of artistic activity in both North Italy and
Flanders, one can find no explanation for the origin of either
in the art histories.
Dvorak, the art historian of whom Antal was a pupil,
has pointed out that the exploration of the sourcc of the new
bourgeois culture in Flanders of which this art (of the Van Eycks)
was a product could only be found in books of economic history,
and adds "which no one ever rcads."
Yet clearly the rise of the merchant class and the prosperity
inimical to a flourishing of art that it brought with it, is the only
historical factor common to troth countries. In the case of Florence
this class had emerged victoriously much earlier than elsewhere in
Europe. Organised into guilds which were equipped to deal with
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opposition in a military way, thc merchant class had won its most
decisive battle against the feudal nobility with the adoption in
1293 of the constitution knowu as the Ordinamenti di Giustizia.
This, according to Antal, virtually plaeed political powcr in the
hands of the upper middle class represented by the cloth manufacturers and bankers.
During the ensuing century however, and particularly between
1340 and 1390, the lesser guilds were able to exert a greater influcnce
owing to the economic bankruptcy of the larger organisations. The
revolt of the Ciompi in 1378-the dispossessed wool workers who
were entirely dependent on the domestic master-craftsmen-was
instrumental in winning important political concessions for the
middle and lower strata of the bourgeoisie as well as for themselves.
Not until the early fifteenth century, as we have already seen, was
power restored to the oligarchy of the upper middle class.
It is against Antal's presentation of this political and economic
background that wc can more readily understand the great conflicts of the religious orders, which were not, as we have always
been led to believe, abstract movcments of the spirit but rather
served. as ideological battle grounds for class interests. The religious
movements-notably those of the Franciscan and Dominican
orders-are of the greatest importance, not only because of their
role as art patrons but because frequently even political issues
were made to assume a religious guise. For example Antal quotes
the Dominican preacher da Rivalto as being appalled that the
merchants of the wool guild should cause wretchedly underpaid
weavers to be excommunicated because the spun cloth did not
come up to the merchants requirements, and that the clcrgy in
their sermons should threaten the workers with the same penalty.
Originally both Franciscan and Dominican movements arose
from the needs of the laity and poor, cach achieving a large popular
following. In the early thirteenth century St. Francis, the founder
of the former sect, had preached the equality of all men before
God and proclaimed that riches were a hindrance to that relationship. The dangers of such an insurgent philosophy, and particularly
one which the Franciscans were prepared to effect with the most
convincing acts of asceticism, became quickly apparent to the orthodox church, who finally succeeded in incorporating it as a closed
order in their midst and thus emasculating it. The Spirituals and
Fraticelli, moreover, who persisted in maintaining and practising
the original ideas of St. Francis were persecuted and exterminated.
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Similarly, the Dominican movement, somelvhat more opportunist in its tactics, ended in a like compromise with the iuling
upper middle class, in whose interest it was that religious sentiment
among the lower classcs "should be complctely passive, untroubled

by problems,

opposed

to any dynamic mysticism, and yet very

intense," r

St. Francis is a frequent figure in Florcntine art, notably in the
thirteenth century, beforc thc cvcntual supremacy of the Dominican Order, and Antal shows clearly how the change of attitude
in religious matters is reflected in the various rendering of legends
in which he appears. In the revolutionary phase of the middle class
when St. Francis has a wide and popular following he is depicted
with truth as puny, emaciated and ugly. E. Burney Salter has
described these early renderings of the Saint (by Berlinghieri and
Margaritone) as "veritable nightmares" and "repellent,"z preferring
the sweetly idealised portrayals try Fra Angelico. She thus betrays,
with some lack of detachment, how class prcjudice to-day is capable
of warping a balanced appreciation of art history.
Later pictures of St. Francis, from the fourteenth century
onward, show him as a much more imposing and monumental
figure, and it is worth noting that some of the earlier works carried
out when the Franciscan movement was at its height were destroyed. The respectability the order then enjoyed is apparent by the
frequent appearance of pictures portraying the Pope's confirmation of Franciscan rule, the act which won it to the side of orthodoxy in 1223.
Antal develops with a wealth of detail the similar changes which
took place in the rendering of Christ. Previously whcn on the cross,
he had been depicted as a cult image, sometimes even partially
clothed, since nakedness in the Middle Ages was a sign of bondage
and inferiority. But with the rise of the revolutionary movement
of the thirteenth century he became radically transformed. There
is an emotional emphasis on his suffering and he appears more
emaciated with numerous signs that he has suffered an agonising
death. In this way, the rising middle class and poor were able to
feel a greater personal attachment to a figure which had suffered
and died for them.
In the fourteenth century, however, when the middle class is no
Ionger revolutionary-minded, the agony of Christ becomes calmer
and more subdued. With Giotto, for example, an excellent
r F. Antal, Op. cit,, g.80.
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representative of Florentinc middle-class rationalism, we see a rnore

idealised figure, studied and thoughtful in composition, and with
an intensification of interest in anatomy.
The position oecupied by Giotto, the great progressive of

fourteenth-century Florentine art, is a most interesting one.
Clearly embodied in him are all the aims and ideas of the new
humanist culture. IIe was one of the first artists to reach any
considerable social status, and supplcmented his income by practising usury-in itself a pointer of the times.

His position and social success were unique among his contemporaries, for art at this time was still considered as one of the
manual crafts, with most artists arising from petty bourgeois
or peasant circles. It was not until a century later that the artist
was able to raise his status to a more middle-class level and hence
to a greater level of equality with his patrons. But even in the last
decades of the fifteenth century there was theoretical opposition
at least to the admission of painting as one of the liberal arts, and
argumcnts ragcd about the issue with great heat on both sides.t
The clear, compact style of Giotto had its roots in the art
of Rome, where the interests of the Curia and upper middle class
were interlinked, as in Florence itsclf. But Giotto was able to render
and model the human form for the first time in a real and lifelike
way, construct his pictures on scientific principles, mass figures
together in crowds and concern himself with the genre-Iike depiction of detail. Antal, in fact, describes Giotto's art as being "so
modern in form and content that it was only able to maintain
itself with difficulty even in so progressive a town as Florence."z
Better to appreciate Giotto's innovations, one need only compare
them to the static conventionalised postures of medieval art-an
art which of necessity infuscd devotion rather than action, and
loyalty rather than enquiry. The enquiry and articulate movement in Giotto's art thus makes it completely revolutionary, from
a feudal standpoint.
Another important feature which we sce developed with Giotto
which is characteristic of humanist art generally is the emphasis
on individuality. In the same way that religion had become a matter
for more private devotion so art becomes more personal in its
r Bandinelli records irt lis Memoriale a druel fought between his cousin and the
Vidame de Chartres because thc latter accused the I'lorcntine nobles of prnctising
manual arts, in that thcy took an active intercst in pairrting and sculpture. Quoted
by Blunt, Artistic Theorg in ltaly, l44/)-LffiO.
z F. Antal, Op. cil., p. l7tt.
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attentions. Thus with Giotto naturalist portraiture arises, corresponding in literature to thc biography. These portraits to begin
with are flat, usually in profile, but not yet in evidence as separate
entities. The Giotto frescoes in the Pentzzi Chapel contain ten
portrait medallions as part of the fricze which, although existing
as separate heads (probably of the Peruzzi family), are still contained by the picture as a whole. Similarly, his fresco in the Bargello
chapcl contains among others a portrait of Dante. While it is true
that a form of portraiture existed prior to the rise of humanist art
(as in Egypt and Byzantium) naturalistic portraiture as we know it
was quite unknown in the Middle Ages. For the most part it was a
matter of symbolism, a conventional characterless figure clearly
endowed with an insignia of office, such as a crown or mitre, often
with the name written underncath, so that no mistake was possible.
It is not without significance that the only comparable example
from antiquity should be the Roman portrait bust (and the
medallion) which made its appcarance around the fourth century.
I have indicated in this article some of the more notable arguments advanced by Antal in his impressive study. The light which
he casts on many of the minor Florentine artists is for the most part
quitc ncw and even the truths he has unearthed relating to the more
important figures we have never before scen in so clear a light.
Continually throughout the discussion we are brought back to
the dominating influence of the social background of Florentine
society-its changing class structure and the position occupied by
the artist within it. The evidcnce has been marshalled so convincingly that even those hostile to Antal's scientiflc method are hard
put to it to refute him. John Pope-Hennessy, for example, in a
splenetic review in The Listcner, refers to it as "crude historical
romanticism" and proceeds to criticise Antal in the following
terms: "IIow surprised Felice Brancacci would have been to learn
that the 'Scenes from the Life of St. Peter,' which he commissioned
from Masaccio for his chapel in the Carmine, were intended 'to
express that the wealth of the State was to be sought on the ocean,'
or the patrons of the Spedale degli Innocenti to find themselves
accused of'parading their charitable intentions for the benefit of
the poor.' " Now Engels points out in a famous passage that history
arises from "conflicts between many individual 'wills, of which each
again has been made what it is by a host of particular conditions
of life. Thus therc are innumerable intersecting forces, an infinite
scries of parallelograms of forces which give rise to one resultant
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historical event. This again may itself be viewed as the
as a whole, works unconsciously
and without volition. For what each individual wills is obstructed
by everyone else, and what emerges is something that no one
willed."r This applies equally to a work of art. Whatever the individual intention of either patron or artist, it is the function of the
art historian to rcveal the objective role played by a work of art
in the historical process. The two are not necessarily the same.
Intention is one thing, society's law of motion is another, and it is
precisely this law of motion and the part played by art in it both
consciously and unconsciously that Antal has laid bare for us.
What criticism I have to offer of the book is firstly on the question
of historical interpretation. Is Antal correct in believing that the
bourgeois revolution, the effcctive transfer of power to the middle
class, took place at such an early date? Has he exaggcrated the
revolutionary role of the merchant capitalist class and underemphasised its purely precocious and loeal development against
what is in fact an over-all feudal setting? As a non-specialist in
this field, I will leave this question to be taken up by others, while
pointing out that this criticism in no way invalidates Antal's main

,4 tawrmq)

-the
prod.uct of a power which, takcn

thesis.

Secondly, I bclicve Antal's failure to eonsider changing style
in relation to changing techniquc to be an important omission.
Fresco painting (buon fresco), for example, underwent considerable
technical advancement during this period, as shown by Cennini,s
account of the method and that of earlier writers such as Didron
and Theophilus. The greater frccdom of trcatment that resulted.
clearly has a bearing on stylistic factors yet no attention is paid
to this important point. Likewise the explanation Antal advanccs
for thc preferential use of frcseo painting over mosaic is that the
former was cheaper. While no doubt this was a cardinal consideration, the increascd naturalism and detail afforded by fresco made
it more suitable to express the ncw content which was arising.
These and somc other points rclating to the interprctation of
style are, howevcr, minor matters. The book is an immensc achievement, and as a pioneer work of applied nlarxism in the ficld of art
history it is destined to become a classic.
I Dngcls, Letter to B/och, September 2lst,
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By RoruaN Kr'rNl

I LrNn rN U.S.P.
IE\ROM the distance it looked something like an arch. It

stood

lL' , long way off at the end of a straight, wide speedway marked.
off into traffic lanes. I could not mal<e out exactly what it was; at

least I had never seen anything like it before. My curiosity aroused,
f decided to investigate.
I do not know how long I walked. My watch had stopped; I had
forgotten to wind it. The closer I got to thc arch the more I realised
that its proportions were colossal. As far as I could judge, it was
almost as high as thc Statue of Libcrty. Something gleamed at thc
top, and as I drew ncarer I was able to makc out three lettersU.S.P.
I walked over to a man in a cap who was sitting on a bench outside a filling station and asked him politely whether he could tell
me where I was.

This arch, he obligingly explained, marked thc beginning of a
special territory that belonged to no statc-something like the
District of Columbia where Washington is locatcd. The three letters
were the abbreviation of the name of the district at whose border
I now stood: U.S.P.-United States Parnassus.
Ah, I thought, this must be thc ccntre of the spiritual culture
of America.
Geographically the clistrict is nowhere, yet it forms part of
modern America. On one side it borders on Wall Street with its
Stock Exchange and other powcrful institutions; on another, it is
contiguous with that famous Los Angcles suburb, Ilollywood, and
elsewherc it touches on all the thirty-three industrial hubs of the
United States.

An

imptosing fi,gure, ltnown as "The Boss," talws th,e inoestigator on
conducted, tour of this d,istrict, rthich is wholly deaoted to "Trrn
SPIRITUAL I'OOD INDUSTRY.,,

a

All the enterprises mass-producir-rg spiritual food are concentrated in this district. The Boss wcnt over to the .window and
lAbridged from
Prokofyeva.
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After visiting the factories for the mass-production of magazines,
they consider the new industry of making ,,pocket,, books.
"Ifere you have what we call the pocket book,,, said the Boss.
"The pockct book is one of America's greatest contributions to
world culture. To study our litcrature without including the pocket
book is likc making a study of a country,s army without taklng its
infantry into aecount. The pocket book is the infantry of Ameriean
literature. America is the home of the pocket book, i.e. cheap books
of convcnient size that can be carried in the pocket.
"Wc are thinking of publishing books to fit pants and vest
pockets as well," the Boss went on. ,,And ,compact books, for
women, made to fit inside handbags. The portable principle ought
to be devcloped as much as possible.,,
"But the reader has a head as well as pockets,,, I suggested.
. "Oh, rve've got his hcad, but not altogether. To iake care of
that, we've got to make literature portable not only in size, but in
content. we already have one form of literature that answers these
requirements. But not everybody reads it yet.,,
"What literature is that?" I asked.
"The objcctive must be to make all literature portable in every
respect," the Boss wcnt on, ignoring my question. .,Then we will
be able to say that wc have r,von over the reader completely.
"We make a systematic study of the rcader *ith , view to
ascertaining his tastes. For instance, we have devised, tlte bookette,
which gives digests of novels and stories. Bookcttes enable the
reader to economise an ayeragc of about one and a half thousand
hours of reading timc a year. This is done by trimming down
lengthy descriptions of landscape, details of setting and emotional
experiences of the characters. Magazines like omniboolu condense
all best sellers for the convenience of the reader. For five dollars
you can read at least fifty novels a year, quite sufficient to enable
anyone to take part in any literary conversation.
"An abridged version of a full length novel takes up little more
tha, tcn pages including the illustrations. That is just about fiftcen
minutcs' rcadi,g timc. Anyone can rcad that much in the subway

en routc from Bronx Park to Times Square. Everything for the
convenience of the reader. The bookette is to literature what
extract tablets are to the food industry."
The Boss showcd me an issue of a magazine lying on the table.
"Review of literaturc, art and public affairs," I read on the cover.
"The reader lvho has no time for critical articles and reviews but
who nevertheless wants to know what is going on in the literary
world can lcarn cvcrything of interest to him within the space of
one minute."
When I had finished looking through the magazines I shook my
head and laughed.
"You're laughing to conceal your cnvy," my guide remarked with
a grimace. "You don't have magazines like that in your country."
I agrced. "You're quite right," I said heartily. "We don't have
magazines like these. Magazines that feature sensational crimes and
corpses of every variety: sliced up, stranglcd, drowned, roasted,
wrapped up in neat parcels and dispatchcd by air mail. Our
magazines don't play up seers like Griswell who is supposed to
have predicted the day the war would end; or articles like the one
by the director of the California Observatory who claims that the
atom bomb caused changes in the surface of other plancts; or about
the dog in London who set the world record by running 550 yards
itt 28.2 seconds; or about the marriage of an eighty-year-old man
to a rich woman aged seventy-nine, and how they spent their
honeymoon on Coney Island; or about the man from Tcxas who
ate seventy-five live lizards on a bet in one sitting; or about fi.lm
actress so-and-so bcing film star so-and-so's umpteenth mistress;
or that one hundrcd and twenty cats committed suicide in Vermont
last month.lt Newsweelt., for instance, I read about someone who
teaches the techniquc of kissing and claims that there are more than
three thousand diffcrent ways of osculation. If you ask me, that
sort of trash ought to make wonderful reading matter for monkeys,
providcd you could tcach thcm to read."
He is put in charge of a new guide, ltnown as P., who professes
disgust at the commercialism of American literature, but cannot or
will not carry his analysis ang dceper. Theg discuss new editions of
lhe classics.
"Why, look at this," I said, pointing to some small volumes of
Shakespcare and Dickens. "What's the idea of accusing the publishers of commercialism whcn they producc cheap convenient
editions of the classics for the mass reader. . . ."
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P.'s face was contorted with rage.
"Why, that's a crime of the first water!" he exploded. "In broad
daylight they steal the classics, slaughter them and tear the guts out
of them, and then sell them in grocery stores, drug stores and on the
streets. Some of them play such ducks and drakes with the classics
that you cannot recognise thcm. The same operation is performed
on modern writers. Their books are sliced up and put out under
different titles."
P. pointed a derisivc finger at a booklet with the words "Shakespeare arranged for modern reading" on the cover.
"Read the review of this edition in the Weeklg Book Reaiew,"
he said. "This, it says, literally, 'is Shakespeare in light doses.'
They talk as if Shakcspeare were like the castor oil they serve in
drugstores as cocktails. Shakcspeare doctored up for the modern
reader is a sort of patcnt medicine. You might call it 'Shakespearine.' And there are 'Dickcnsol,' 'Twainines,' 'Ilugoles,' and so on.
The publishers are following in the footsteps of Hollywood which
has long since 'adapted' the classics for the movie-going public.
The cheap edition of the classics is a form of murder committed
i la Hollywood!"
Tnn, PrN-up Bovs

For the writer the road to stardom begins from the moment his
book is declared a best seller. The author begins his ascent up the
flower-strewn ladder of Fame. The author moves to a new apartment, he buys pcriod furniture and a Lincoln car on the instalment
plan, gets himself a new typewriter and the necessary electrical
gadgets, beginning with a refrigerator and ending with an electric
massage, and, moreover, he does something he has dreamed of
doing all his life-he spends a month in Florida or takes a trip to
Paris to tastc some fresh Burgundy snails. The trip to Paris costs
less owing to post-war American-French economic relations. His
dream trip over, the writer comes home and settles down to write.
He signs a contract with his publisher. Since his household expenses
have risen and all his prize money has gone to pay for his dream
and since on no account must he miss the next payment on the
worldly blessings he has acquired on the instalment plan, he is
obliged to furnish his publisher with a deflnite number of words
within a prescribed time.
Hollywood spares no expcnse. No publisher or magazine can
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compete with it. Hollywood screens all the most successful best
selleis. The book's .ot""rt guarantees the success of the screen
version. Ilence the more best sellers and the bigger the sensation
they make, the better for Hollywood'
Iirvi.rg received his prize, the author pays a visit to the director
novel.
of the fllm company. Tire latter suggests that he write a new
is left
that
plot-all
the
The number of words, the subject and
entirely to the author; the com
of encroaching on the creative
not dream of violating the sacre
Americans," Eric Johnston, he
America, declared. to the world, "atc strongly opposed to regimented
art; we stand for freedom for the artist'" AII the film company
*irt is that the picture that will be made from the novel should
". little Margaret O'Brien' She could play the part of the
feature
ar"gfrt", of, say, Ihe scicntist who invents a new super-powerful
*"r,!""-facteriological, for example; the littlc girl could be
kidnapped by the secret agent of a certain power (George Brent
could.play that part, he makes a first-rate villain); his partner
would be a wicked adventuress he has hired, played by Jane
Russell, with Randolph Scott as the fearless exposer of the enemies
of mankind. What part he wiII play in the novel-whether an
F.B.I. man or u,. off,""" of Technical Intelligence of thc American
General Staff, or a special corrcspondcnt of the I'{cw Yorlt, Daily
to the
Nezos in Moscow-tliat, of course, would' be entirely up
on the
of
encroaching
author, since the company lvouldn't dream
to
well
be
might
it
creative imagination of ttt" author. Of course,
Alice
featuring
bear in mind th^t the public likes ri,squd situations
Faye, who should try to seduce thc professor, since she will provide
ifr" tl" angle. And inasmuch as thc picture will bc in colour' the
and
scene or,ghi to be set in some country with plenty of colot'r
Korca;
Southern
or
light effelcts' say Greenland, Sinkiang, Greece
Uit ttre accidcni with the professor, who will be played by Wa1ter
Ilouston, must positively happen on an old-fashioned English
estate, because ever sincl Hitchcock's famous Rebecca, based on
a Daphne du Maurier novel, the public has taken a fancy to
murders committed in gloomy old mansions. If the noYel tulns out
to be readable and adlptable for the sereen, everything will be
done to make it a hit. It would have to be written as quickly as
possible so that the book could. come out in December and the
shooting of the picture could tregin in the middle of January'
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A Jowrruey ta
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Kay Francis, who rvilr be the leading rady, will be free the
last week in January. And so, go ahead .".-a gola luck to you.

your featurcs bcgan to take shapc. I solved the mystery all by
myself."
P.loolcs q,t his u)atch anil jumps up. It is time to get baclt; to ruork.

h.rrnnvrrw wrru A Gnosr

They make their usay to a neighbouring park, the man
from Moscow
turning ooer in his mind the queer impiession mad* ufon him by the
faces of all the authors he has so far iet, includ,ing p.
At close quarters his face seemed. even more remarkable. rt
reminded me of a pencil drawing that had been erased with an
indiarubber- strictly speaking, there was no face to speak of. The
blurred outline of a mouth ga..e a yague hint of the generar expression. But that was all.
we sat down on a bench and lighted cigarettes. p. moved. closer
to me and said in a confidential tone:
"Incidcntally, I'm a ghost too.,,
I looked at him in polite curiosity.
"I noticed," P. went on with a sad smile, ,,that at the beginning
you were very much_surorised by my face and manner of speakingl
No doubt you r,vondered why r had no face. r know it iiad you
puzzled, but you were too polite to broach the subject.,,
"Yes," I confessed. "f really was surprised at first, but after a
while r realised what the trouble *"r. .Iro,, probably weren,t
aware of it yoursclf, but rvhen you began to say *t .t y", thought,

He has been talking too much. He has been reaeq,ling his disgust with
the conlrol anil euploitation of American literature not by some abstract
"contmercial spirit," which is his sentimental affectation but by the
control of journals and the publishing of mass literature by the great
f,nancial rnonopolies. IIe shakes his Russ'ion colleague by the hand.
"It has been a pleasure to meet a member of my own profession.
I have enjoyed our talk very much. But there is one thing I would
ask you: when you write about your trip make sure you quote me
correctly. I maintain that even the sun has its spots. And if
American literature has spots, that merely proves its cosmic
significance. For American literature is free of the dictates of
politics and writers are free to write as they please. Be sure you
quote me as saying this," he added in a lower tone, "otherwise I'll
be hauled before the committee for the investigation of un-American activities and thrown out on to the street on the basis of
Truman's loyalty test regulations. . . ."
"Don't worry, P.," I assured him. "I shan't misquote you."
At that moment a car slid noiselessly up to the entrance. The
Boss emerged. Sighting him, P. raised his voice and said solemnly:
"Writers must serve pure art and refrain from turning it into a
branch of politics!"
The Boss glanced at me and a sarcastic smile played on his lips.
The Boss euchanges a feut wot"ds with the man from Moscous. "In
your country technique is sacri,fi,ced on the altar of politics," he says.
A d,iscussion ensues on the importance of the ending of a storg. P. is
asked, to eaplain how he enormously improaed a story on whi,ch he had,
been worlting by adopting a suggestion from the Boss for a, rnore
satisfactory ending.
"It was a story about a man who indulged in a number of
refined vices, but was caught in the end. In its original form the
story was not suitable because it was just another crime novel. So
a snappy ending was devised which gave the whole thing the proper
flavour. One phrase at the tail end did the trick:'The membershipt
card of an ultra-left organisation was found in the murderer's g)ocltet.' "
The Boss raised his finger.
"The ending is the most difficult thing to write. A good ending is
an index to the standard of literary technique. You and your
colleagues could learn something from us!"
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He is then conducted, oaer a famous literarg agencA, where teams of
authors write anything to ord,er. The
firm,i ,togoi is.. wn wRrrE,
rrou sreN!
I spread out my hands.
"rt is incredible. True, r hacl heard about America,s ghost
writers, but r would never have berieved in the existence of an
office like this."
"Ife's from l\[oscow,,, said p.
The official of the agency with whom we were talking threw a
scared glance in my direction, but in a few seconds his face lit
up
with a smile of comprehension.
"Oh, f guess you ran away from there? And now you want to
write an exposi. rs that it? we have experts on soviet themes. we
can do anything you want-novel, shori story, play, reminiscences,
essay, series of articles entitled 'on the olner side or the rron
Curtain,' 'A Land without Literature,, or ,The Secrct of the

Krcmlin.'))
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IIe waved his glove and disappeared inside the building. P.
turned to the door. His face had become a featureless mask once
more,
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R. Wrr,r,rerrs. (Translated from the
& Co., l2s.6d.
"QCIENCE'S part in agriculture is to instruct agricultural workers

Principles of Agriculture. By W.

Russian by G. V. Jacks.) llutchinson

.

Tnnrr woN'T Snr,r- Tnrrn Bnarlts

There haae been seaeral disturbi,ng incid,ents in the colrse of the
tour: The beginning of a strike, a rorp with the Ttolice, Eaentually
they meet a group of young fi.ltn worlws anil writers who are in reaolt
against the whole thi,ng. They euplain that there are writers who uson't
sell their brains:
"Many of our writers beginning with Pearl Buck have been
fighting the reactionaries for a long time. When Sinclair Lewis
won a Pulitzer Prize for Arrowsrnith, he refused it on the
grounds that the prize was a symbol of literary commercialism.
William Saroyan followed his example and also declined to accept
the Prize. Not so long ago three hundred writers, artists and
movie workers clubbed together and started a rtagazine called
47 without the participation of the capitalists. It remains to be
seen what will come of it. It rvill probably end like N(arshall Field's
attempt to publish newspapers independent of big business, or
Stone and Kimball's effort to put out high-grade literature only,
relegating the profit motive to a sccondary plane. Both attempts
failed. Many people are aware of the evil of commercialism."
"You know, of course, that Wyler's picture, The Best Years of
Our Liaes, about the cx-Servicemen and how disillusioned they are
by post-war America, was a sensation from the moment it appeared."
. . "The success of Wyler's lilm," said the lad with the red star,
"like the popularity of books by Caldwell, Sinclair Lewis, Howard
Fast, films by Chaplin and other big movie men show that in spite
of Wall Street there are still plenty of Americans who think for
themselves."
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L) how to provide crop plants throughout the whole of their lives
with continuous and simultaneous maximurn quantities of water and
food-in other words, to teach them how to transform all our land
into a condition of high fertility."
This introductory remark by the author clearly shows the purpose for
which the book has been written; and, though this book has been written
for agriculturalists in the U.S.S.R., the principles on which Soviet agricultural practices are based need to be understood elsewhere, not least
in Great Britain. On further study, one can begin to appreciate the
differences in aim between socialist and capitalist farming systems and
the different tasks facing agricultural workers and scientists under
such widely contrasting conditions. First of all, it is essential to realise
that the application of science under capitalism is limited by the aim

of agricultural production, which must be to make a profit. Goods
must be produced for sale in a market subject to fluctuating prices.
Though it may be possible to adopt a farming system which increases
the fertility of the soil on individual farms or over limited areas, in the
country as a whole there can only be uneven treatmenb of the land;
more intense production is achieved on the most f'ertile soils, while the
less fertile soils become uneconomic to farm and tend to pass out of
cultivation.
On a state becoming fully socialist, all the natural resources of land,
forests, rivers and mountains belong to the people as a whole; the use of
large areas, apart from those under direct state control, may then be
granted to groups, such as collective farmers, for cultivation. The
possibility, or rather necessity, then ariscs of planning agricultural
production in the interests of the whole state economy. W. R. Williams
points out that all soils can be made to produce good yields; also that
everything must be done to lessen the likelihood of floods and the effects
of drought. The way in which the main branches of agriculture are
related to the use of land as forest, field or pasture must be planned to
fit the main elements of the relief, whether this is watershed, slope or plain;
while the conditions under which plants are grown should correspond to
their particular requirements.
In discussing the needs of plants for water and food, particular stress
is given to their varying requirements on water supply in the soil and
why these variations occur. The closest attention to the needs and behayiour of plants themselves is essential if increased soil fertility and
Iarger yields are to be obtained.
27L
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Great importance is attached to the "phasic development" of plants.
W. R. Williams distinguishes four critical phases of development; germination, tillering, flowering and ripening: he asserts that the transition from
one phase to another occurs only when specific metabolic processes
have taken place. The whole question of phasic development has featured
largely in the recent Lysenko controversy, for it is by subjecting plants
to particular conditions of environment during critical periods, though
not necessarily distinguished as those mentioned by Williams, that the
supportcrs of Lysenko claim that development of plants can be affected
in such a way as will create new characters, which are inherited and
developed in their descendants by means ofrepeated selection and proper

cultivation.

In

discussing how aII soils can be made fertile, W. R. Williams refers

to the properties of structureless soils-soils in which no crumbs

or
aggregated particles exist. When sufficient moisture is available, the
aerobic conditions in the soil permit full use of the plant nutrients, but
the rapid destruction of humus which thus also takes place results in
poor water-retaining capacity. On such soils crop yields are very variable,
depending greatly on the weather and the amount of rain. Where anaerobic conditions exist in the soil, humus builds up and thus the power
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of the meadow area then has a critieal effect on the farm's
fodder supply for livestock. The adoption of another farming systcm, the
grass-arable system, is now taking its place. The principle of this system
is to put all land which can be cultivated dorvn to altcrnate periods under
grass and other crops. On land particularly suited to arable crops the
inclusion of grass in the rotation is periodically to accumulate organic
matter and to build up a crumb structure, so that, on ploughing up the
grass, the soil is then in a suitable condition for cereal or fodder crops.
The period under perennial grass may vary from one year, in the case of
soils where it is only rrecessary to maintain fertility, to two years where
fertility is being built up. Ilowever, where land is suitable for meadows
and fodder crops, it is also nccessary to adopt the grass-arable system.
Why should this be so? The reason is that it is a question of making the
best use of the land, for after several years the producti.vity of grassland
lessening

declines owing to the accumulation of organic matter. It becomes
necessary to plough up this old grassland and to use up the excessive
organic matter by growing a succession of crops, such as flax, Iinseed,
vegetables and cereals, before putting the land back to grass again. The

of water retention; but,

high value of these crops covers the big cost of ploughing up the grassland
and resowing to grass later. The length of time such land is under perennial grass is usually seven or eight years, after which it should be free
from weeds and also from the spores of fungal and other parasites, a

of these conditions is achieved. The water-holding capacity of such soils
is great; little of the water in the subsoil, the uncultivated layer underlying the upper cultivated layer, is lost during dry weather. The crop
yields in such soils are very uniform. The problem in good farming is
therefore how to change all soils into a structural condition, and also how
to maintain them in a state of high fertility.
Much of the land in south-eastern Russia is not yet in a structural
state, which means that difficulties are experienced in maintaining
adequate supplies of water during the period of plant growth, while
droughts can be extremely serious. In addition, widespread floods are
common in the spring, causing deposition of silt. The fallow system
of farming, previously used in this area, consisted. of attempting to
build up organic material again in soils which had become ploughed
out, by leaving the land fallow for several years, allowing reversion to
steppe grassland before reploughing. This system requires abundance of
land and is unworkable in settlcments with increasing populations, for
then the period of fallow needs to be reduced, perhaps only to one year.
Even where manuring of the fallow is practised, it is not possible to
produce stable crop yields and to build up soil fertility. Another important aspect of this system is that attention is concentrated on the
arable land, while the meadows are kept as permanent pastures. Any

matter of great importance for high crop yields. To quote the author:
"Thus two kinds of farming land, the slopes and valleys, must be
distinguished in the grass-arable system; and two corresponding rotations, adapted to the respective conditions in the slopes and valleys, must
be used. This is necessary in order to fulfiI one of the main purposes of
the grass-arable system, the raising of the productivity of labour.
The two rotations may be distinguished as the fodder rotation and the
arable rotation. . . . It must be emphasised that the boundaries of these
rotations will not be sharp. . . . The proportions will vary with the local
conditions and the type of husbandry. If there is much bottom land
suitable for meadolvs, the fodder rotation will cover a wide area, and the
main direction of agricultural economy will be towards animal husbandry. If the Government plan requires concentration on the production ofgrain, the area of arable rotation must be extended. The boundaries of the rotations will be determined on the basis of the general
conditions of agriculture and the overall Government plan. But in all
adjustments of the boundaries we must take in to consideration the part
of the landscape with which we are dealing, for each part will require
its special agricultural treatment. In planning each rotation, the
problem of maintaining soil fertility will arise."
The grass-arable system is, of course, bound up with a high livestock
production. According to recent announcements by leaders of the
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correspondingly, the availability of plant
nutrients become less. However, in structural soils where the soil
particles are aggregated into crumbs, a temporary balance between each
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U.S.S.R., the development of livestock production is to take first place
in agriculture, and a great increase is planned.
It is interesting to note that W. R. Williams argues that market
gardening and the establishment of a separate vegctable rotation,
ed by growing vegetn; for vegetable crops
This can bc supplied
ch have accumulatcd

this matter during the timc the Iand has been under grass. The result is
cheaper production of such essential items of food as vegetables; at the
same time, the incidence of pests and fungal diseases, v-hich is frequent
when intensive cultivation is adopted, can bc greatly reduced.
Although in Britain there is no large problem of structureless soils,
the need to plough up old permanent grassland is acute. Many of our
agricultural scientists have stressed this matter, but the Communist
Party is the only political body consistently to urge large-scale ploughing
up as the only way to increase greatly the output from the land. Besides
enabling a rapid incrcase to be made in food production, the measure
is essential for increasing the fcrtility of the land and for introducing
farming methods more in accordance with scientific knowledge and with

Britain's changed economic position.
In the U.S.S.R. thc application of new techniqucs is accompanied
by the development of ncw types of agricultural machinery on a large
scale, in a way which is impossible under a capitalist economy, where
every firm tries to introduce new patented dcsigns and various gadgets
as a means of se lling its own products; while individual farmers may either
be unable to buy needed machinery or else to make full economic use of
the machines already in their possession. For instance, W. R. Williams
discusses all the factors involved in autumn cultivation of arable land
and urges that the land should be scufifled by disc implements simultaneously with harvesting, thus inverting the soil surface to cover weed
seeds and preventing the soil becoming drier. The latter object is partly
to make the subsequent ploughing a less difficult operation and lcss
expensive in the usc of fucl. Later, ploughing to a depth of about nine
inches should be carried out, using a plough and fore-plough to invert
the furrow slice completely in such a way that the torn-up stubble and
germinating weed seeds are ploughed under and thus made into humus.
Cultivation in this manner has been insisted upon try decree, and the
design of implements is therefore co-ordinated with the demands of
scientiflc practice. According to one of the speakers in the discussion in
1948 on T. D. Lysenko's Report, only ploughs fitted with fore-ploughs
are now being manufactured in the U.S.S.R. He also referred to the
many hundreds of plough designs in the world, most of which are
unnecessary; even in the U.S.A. attempts had been made to reduce the
274
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numbcr of typcs of plough, but, in spite of considerable agreement
among technicians, the conditions of capitalist economy prevented
effective action, and even cncouraged methods which destroyed soil
fertility. Recently Sovict tcchnicians have designed combine harvesters
which can also carry out the scuffling operation. By this means one of the
practices advocated by W. R. Williams can be followed without involving
the time and expense of a separatc cultivation.
As regards the matter of fertiliscrs, it is clear that their increased
use is welcomed, but only as aids to sound husbandry practice in
maintaining and increasing soil fertility. Certainly, there is full recognition that the soil cannot be regarded mainly in its physical and chemical
properties, a tendency which is often shown by scientists in capitalist
countries and which is perhaps uot unconnected with the in{luence of the
fertiliser industry! As W. 1i.. Williams writes, "There is little justification
for speaking of 'chemistry of the soil,' for the number of purely chemical
reactions taking place in the soil is negligible. Biochemical reactions
dominate the soil almost completely and all thc measures we use for its
chemical amelioration are, in fact, measures for regulating the activities
of bacteria." Thus there is no question of considering soil apart from
the lifc which goes on within it or considering plants apart from their
environmcnt,
The interest of this book lies largely in indicating the scope of those
problems which it becomes possible to solve only under socialism. It
serves to illustrate how closely, under socialism, all agricultural ll'orkers,

mechanics and scientists are concerned directly with agricultural
economy and techniques in the achicvcment of planned production; it
also illustrates what is involved in dcveloping a socialist agriculture
side by side with other sections of a country's economy.
Ferhaps special mention should be made of the author's carly reference

to the so-called Law of Diminishing Returns, for the false conclusions
to which it leads set artificial limits to the possibilities of agricultural

production. It is only by analysing in the most comprehensive way how
all factors operate in their relations to each other that these limits can
be shown to have no basis in reality. The whole book is an example
of the manner in which this approach is made.
A. S. Wer,rBn.
Ind;ia from Primitiae Communism to Slatsery.
Publishing llouse, Bombay. 7s. 6d.

By S. A. DaNeB. People's

rIoHE author of this book is rvell-known as one of the leading figures
lL in the Indian working-class movement. Those familiar with his

long carecr as a militant Communist, in the course of which he has
served live terms of imprisonment (including savage sentences in the
275
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n 1924 and 1929), will

may be claimed as the

Ifowever, in the In-

corn pounded with a stone, coneluded that the rite arose when metal and
querns were unknown. But Dange shorvs that there is much more to it
than that. A whole pattern of society is implied, and the rites described

necessity

when bou

discredit
applicable to rndian history is an event of
poriticar significance.

an increase in population. But here (as in his statement that the evils of
inbreedirrg induced the change from endogamy to exogamy) he begs the

The literature of ancicnt r.dia is unique. Nowhere
else have we
development from tribal to class
transition can be easily traced. fn
ge, the task is fraught with special
interaction of different cultures in
evclopment of a people too numer_

and class_biased recensions charac-

know it.
nal part of the book is that dealing
ns as reflected in the Vedic scrip-_
these scriptures, Dange identifies
commune of Aryan man; and the
in the Vedas, Ite shows to have
primitive mode of production. The

mon pot, involved in this ritual,

of the
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procceds

of labour.

The

question. As far as we can tell-and it is a mysterious businessprimitive communities fairly effectively control their birth-rate in
accordance with thc food-supply, and it is the latter rvhich inhibits or
promotcs the growth of population. The resources of the physical
environment and othcr external factors being equal, it is the technological Level which, by increasing the food supply, allows the tribe to
increase

In

its numbers.

VI, devoted to the question of disposal of war booty,
Dange finds most interesting evidence of the inability of the exogamous
group to absorb the material fruits of war except on a basis of equal
division, or war captives otherwise than by full adoption.
Chapter

Space allows mention of only a few points. In Chapter VII is
postulated the rise within the gens (gana) of the three frec castes
(oarna), based on division of labour, and the Sudra caste, which he
calls slaves. Here he fails to give convincing evidence from his sources
and perhaps relies too much upon Engels. His failure to substantiate the
chattel-status of the Sudra caste; the suggcstion that the division of
labour was the reflex of external trade; the assumed contemporaneity of
the discoveries of agriculture and metallurgy; the neglect of thc sociological repercussions of specialised craft (metallurgy); and above all his
failure to make clear whether or not a stage of society existed in which
slave production ilominatedthe ecanomy: these must be regarded as major
blemishes in his thesis.
After reviewing the Gr'ihya Sutras as a reflection of growing class
society, Dange enters the dark folest of Indian gens-classification on the
testimony of Panini, Kautilya, and the Greeks. Ilere is a record of
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communities at various stages of c
and class division. The material of
Kautilya's Artha,sastra, usually at
n.c., describes societies which did
"mine." This we may infer is thc
rule which later Indian historians i

type ncxt in importance is represen.
North and south rndia-which had clevelopccl ilre caste divisions
of
labo.rr, property differcnces a_,d even patriarchal ,fu"."y.
ii;"
murritie_s rcpresented the model society to the
".__
a.trror oi th" purusrta
sulct,. rn them a form of clemocratic rule obtained for the
three free
castes (uarna), but thc Sudras were
the Swarajya ("self-rule,') gens
which prer.ailed in Wcster,r lnclia.
<rf elders, i11 q,|ich was the seed o

the expansive aggression of the
Dange
the rise and
"orr.r"cis

II,
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and was nevcr itself an historical or analytical record. But the Marxist
historian must define them against a fuller background. Engels was
acquainted with thc anthropological and archreological data of his times
and used them in elaborating historical materialism. Since his day both
thcse scicnces have advanced, and in particular the Indian field has been
opened up, with results that }farxist historians cannot afford to neglect.
When the limitations of Dange's method are realised, the value of his
findings arc enhanced, and his proposition that thc Vedas record mcmorics of pre-class society is in no way invalidatcd.
In his endeavour to show that Indian history conforms to universal
laws of historical devclopment, it must be said that Dange has not
sufliciently cmphasised tlne special charactcristics of Indian society.
For examplc, he never takes into full account the extent to which survivals of the village-communc organisation modilied the development
of class forces in India, and how it gave to Indian society its distinctive
characteristics. This is the aspcct on rvhich rnost strcss has bccn laid by
Soviet Indologists (D. A. Suleiliin, Questions of Hislory, No. 10, 1947),
who maintain that the development of slavery in India was modilied
by the organic unity within this society of two antagonistic elements:
slave-owning classes and the villagc commune. This helps to explain
variations of opinion between Dangc and Suleikin on thc periodisation
of Indian history. The period which the formcr regards as marking the
break-up of slave society, the latter regards as the period of flourishing

slavery.
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In chronology and etyrnolog5,, Dangc ignores the conclusions of
Western bourgeois scholarship and is to somc extent misled by Indian
traditional non-scientific speculation. Such criticislns, however, do not
invalidate the general thesis, and in conclusion we cannot do tretter than
quote Dange himself on the significance of this stutly:
"India is now in an epoch where its working class is faccd with a
serious responsibility towarcls Indian and world society. To discharge
that responsibility, thc w'orking class must sharply break away from
the bourgeois vicw of history. . . . It is my firm opinion that the vast
storehousc of Hindu mythology and religious social laws and practices,
if read and sifted on the basis of historical materialism, would yield
a consistent anrl rational picturc of India's ancicnt history, though
it will not be to the liking of Ilindu ortliodoxy or bourgeois philosophy.
It wiII then appear that the law of historical matcrialism, the law that
productive forces and productivc relations detcrmine man's history
through the ages, is valid for India too, for the past, the present and

the future."
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legitimate process, for thc ritual and it.
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Discwssiaru
Disaowsiam
MEI\ITAL TESTING

tr\/IAY I make a further brief comment on the subject of mental
l$l[ testing. This question has been under discussion ior some time,

comments on McPherson's rejoinder to my article; these have to do with
basic Marxist theses rather than any disagreement about their application to the detailed problems of psychology.

I

is a being who (as Caudwell puts it) ends at his own skin; who feels the
reality only in the form of tappings on the nerve endings
which are thereafter "decoded." and interpreiea insiae. rrere, at the outset,.are two separate and disti,ct ,,things,,-the individual and the
environment; from the impact between them human personality is
supposcdly born. rt remains to be established whether it ls the kind of
lapping or the quality of the decoding which is the decisive factor in
impa_ct of outer

forming it.

The argument which results is enclless and futile because
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This characteristic, corresponding to the conditions of social labour,
with the further complication of the labour process, in contradistinction to those other characteristics predominant in the animal
world which are doomed to extinction; it develops, of course, in indissoluble unity with its material basis-the living human organism.
Iluman mental development, therefore, takes place in the course of
lruman actiaity, and so in depenilence upon the concrete-historical conditions of human life, i.e. the material and social relations within which
the basic modes of activity themselves develop. 'l'he term "social being"
implies this argument in all its further ramifications; it is far from being
synonymous lvith "social environment" and was formulated precisely
in ansrver to the simple mechanist assumption that man is the product of
his social conditions.
develops

it is basecl on

II
The essence of the dialectical materialist approach to mental phenomena is that consciousness is inseparable from activity and so can be
known objectively through human activity (i.e. scientifically), and not
only subjectively as human experience. The Marxist dialectical method
requires that the phenomena of consciousness be studied "from the angle
of their movement, change and development, taking into account their
origin and extinction." Soviet psychology, therefore, studies men's
"consciousness in action." It investigates "psychic proc$ses, such as
perception, memory, thinking, by investigating man's action, his

both practical and theoretical, etc."
This is plainly something cluite other than analysis of the abstracted
mind into its component parts in the framework of a general metaphysical
scheme. Such an analysis leads inevitably to "reductionism"-the reducing of "the unique qualities or forms of movement of the whole to the
sum of the separate motions of the parts"; the concomitant of this is the
introduction of a motive force 'lvhich impels the whole mechanism into
action, but is itself not determined by it. Such is "intelligence" in the
scheme of bourgeois psychology; it penetrates and determines all the
other fixed abilities, but is itself subject to none of them. It can only be
decided on another plane of the bourgeois system whether this intellectual
ability of abilities, this quality of qualities, is itself determined by heredity or environment; in order to decide this question, genctical techniques
are illegally imported.
The categories of bourgeois psychology, arrived at and uphcld in this
way, are profoundly suspect and must be subjected to close examination;
with this McPherson agrees. "Intelligence" when so examined is certainly
not a psychological category in any scientiflc sense; he does not challenge
my arguments. What does conccrn him, however, is that the elimination
of this quality of qualitics may mean the elimination of all qualities, all
concrete aclioity
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categories. But to criticise the bourgcois mcchanist approach and the
categories which result is not tantamount to saying there can be no
funcl-amental categories at all to the science of psychology-such as
perception, In"*ory, imagination, thc emotions, the will. What we do
ioy, lio*".r"r, is that if thc object of psychology is not "the mincl," the
caiegorics of psychology arc not "categories of the mind"' In other
*orJr, the human mincl is not a "thing-in-itself," made up in turn of
finished parts each with its own fixed properties; it is a complex of
pro""..".-i., which things arise, have their cxistcncc and pass away' The
iask of a Marxist psychology is to investigate those processcs in their
interrclations; the categories of a Marxist psychology will cover these
processes,

To reject the mechanist approach, the conception of fixed things with
mean the elimination of all qualities.
fixed clualities, does not, of
"o.,"s",
powcr of changing and originating
and
the
qualities,
It doe-s mean that
them, are-as it wcie-rcturued to living, concrete man. There is not an
abstract unchanging quality of the mind as a whole-('intelligence"-

which merely i;hereJ quantitatively in thc mental make-up of in-

dividuals and can be measured by dcvious means; therc is a concrete man
whose spccifi.c mental processes undcrgo quantitative and qualitative
change t-o a point where his whole mental make-up changes qualitatively.
SimiLrly, Soviet psychologists maintain that cvery ability- (i.e. every
psychological characteristic rvhich is important to the successful carrying
of ai activity-such as visual memory, musical hearing, power of
""i
observation) is tire product of development and is realised chiefly in

the process of the rclcvant activity itself. Howcver, the successful fulfilment of any activity depends, not on any such single characteristic
but on a wholc scriei of abilities. NIan, in his concrete activity, is,
therefore, able to compensatc for weakness in one ability by developing
others; it follows that weakness in any particular direction can nevel
provide the basis for judging a person incompetent for this or that
pursuit or lacking in this or that cluality of intellect.
In fact therc is no s,ch thing ai a fixed, unchanging characteristic of
the human mind; abilities originate and develop in the course of activity,
in dependencc upon the concrete conditions which make this or that
activity possible.-The kcy to their devclopment is correct education and
training,-the opcning up of opportunity. Mcntal testing denies this in
theory ancl obscurcs it in practice. 'fhe aims and methods of teaching are
now suborclinatcd to the pscudo-scientific theories of the mental testers.
The objectivc rcsult is the direction of education to exclusively capitalist
ends, tire denial of opportunities for the development of ability to the
children of the working class.
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is true that Sovict psychology is, as I pointed out, in the throes of
much self-criticism. The biological discussions have intensified this
criticism because they have provided a new pcrspective for psychology;
they had thrown into relief existing 'weaknesses while providing at the
same time a key to ovcrconring them. There is nothing negative about
such criticism; it is the conscious realisation and direction of social
phenomena; it is the motive force in the dcvelopment of Soviet society.
On the contrary, to underestimate the advances already made by Soviet
psychology, to slur over its decisive break with bourgeois psychology,
to suspcnd all judgment as a result is to take an entirely negative
attitude. It is to perpctuate the illusion that a little adjustment and
"rcinterpretation" of bourgcois categories is all that is required, coupled
with a criticism of the reactionary purposes to which present theorics
are put. But this involves serious inconsistencies which inevitably lead
to departure from Marxism ancl compromise with bourgeois views.

A retreat from n{arxism inevitably means a rctreat from

Marxist

tasks, a failure to engage in the battle of ideas which is such an important
aspect of the class strugglc; in its turn this lcads to a perpetuation of

theoretical confusion. It is no accidcnt that lllcPhcrson's original arguments led him to omit a "class analysis of intelligence testing in practice"; nor is it accidental that his reitcration ofthose faulty theories now
leads him to suggest that furthcr detailcd theoretical discussion is now
the primary need. On the contrary, theorctical clarification can never be
completed in the discussion circle; it can only bc achieved on the plane
of practice, on the basis of concrete application of Marxist theses. We
cannot retire into the conference chambcr to perfect our arguments.
We must come out into the open, expose and oppose mental testing in
its theory and its practice, and make a sharp criticism of "intelligence,"
and the whole mythology surrounding it. Only to the extent that we take
such action, only when v'e consciously accept and operate fundamental
Marxist theses, will our theoretical argumcnts be clarified and advanced.

Jo-ln SuroN.
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Reuiew of Foreigra Pwblicatiaras
ism should educate artist as well

CZECIIOSLOVAKIA
Taorba corrtairrs two important articlcs:

Professor Ladislav Stoll of the Academy of Political and Social Sciences

on "A Socialist Intelligentsia," and
Jaroslav Boucek on "'l'hc Tasks of
Literary Criticisn in a People's Dernocracy."

Professor Stoll discusses holv the

Czech People's Dcmocracy is demanding

and developing a nertr kind of intelli-

gentsia linkcd to the workers by class and
ideology. IIe shows how during thc years

of developrnent of thc rvorking class in
the past century a new type of man has
dcveloped distinguishcd by his rclation
to thc productive forccs, his co-operative
organisation, his labour rlisciplinc, comradcship, objective outlook, productiveness, typical hunrour and socialist

idcology. This developmcnt givcs rise to
an intclligentsia lvith a completcly
different outlook from thc old individualist cgoistic bourgcois type, Ilere is a
workcr who is aware that it is possiblc to
change the world through his productive
ry61ft-5 conscious socitrlist. Now the
working class is going into thc univcrsities to Iearn the thcory of how to change
thc world for the better-tltis is the task

of thc ncw socialist intclligentsia-to
learn the theory of l\ftrrxism-Lcninism,
thc thcory of the rvorking class in its

struggle lbr a new socicty, and thcn to
apply this knovrledgc to tlre practical
tirsks oI building socialisln in thc frtunework of the Five-Year l'lan.

In Boucek's trrticlc, lvc have

Reuiew of, Fareign Farhlicatiams

a

glimpsc of the work of onc section of thc
new people's intelligentsia-thc authors
and literary critics. Novelists are lnaking
use of subjects of a rrcw hcroic type and

dimension, thc lacbrurry events, thc
Fivc-Ycar PIan, the problcms of the
countryside, and thc dcvcloprnent of the

youlh. Ilut thc litcra,ry cribics havcn't
yet begun to approu,ch tlroir work in a
truc spirit of socialist cribicism. l'hey arc
still in the stagc ol thinhiug th,lt all thcy
have to do is to appr:risc thc political
elemerrts in a work of art and not consider its artistic form. 'l'bcy do not realize

as

public, and much could be lcarnt from

the Soviet Union, where criticism comes
from reader as wcll as critic, and is not
mcrely an isolated specialist trsk.

M. D.

GEITNIANY

The lntest numbers of Autbau, the
organ of the Cultural League for the
I)emocratic Renes,al of Gcrmany, show

clcarly the tasks the editors have set
thenselves. Thc rnonthly scrves as a
forurn for discussion of the mtin political

problcrns for the ncw Gcrmany; it gives
spacc for articles mainly on literary and
artistic topics; and it servcs as a source
of infbrmation on progressivc Iiteratute
in other countries,
There are sevcral discussion articles,
including some from wcll-klrowrt lvriters

who arrc critical towards tltc dominant
trcnd of thc Eastern Zone; that is, the
paper seeks to meet squarcly the diffiiultics of those German intellectuals who
still cannot rclinquish hope in the policy
of thc Western Governmcnts' 'l'he view

oI thc cditorial comrnittee is tvcll

ex-

presscd by Professor Ernst Niekisch in
No. 3, 195O: "Thc German IJast has
understood, after the defetrt of 1945, that

Eastern Zonc rre in rnuch livclicr contact than wc trc *.ith the culturcs of thc

East. Scveral numbers are given a specirrl
character by a grouping of articlcs llnd
translations of writers of the Sovict

Union, Czechoslovakia, China. It is
very helpful, I think, to have, alougside
critical and theorctical articles, tales and
poems from the nerv cultures. The ncw
forms of life, nerv t14rcs of personality,
and ncw mode of expression givc a
dcsirable rcality to thc ideologic:rl dcfinitions that wc scck. Ilere is an odc of
Mao-tse Tung, w'ritten in l9r[5 as hc was
going to a fateful mccting with Chitng
I{ai-shck; and an unassuming, but hipghly
valuable, intcrview by l(. Simonov o( a
new mayor in a city of Soviet Chinr
(No. lO,1949, and No.2, l95O).ra,
1,.

ITALY

actrral ligutcs of ltnd distribution in Italy
and the suggcstcrl agrtrian reforur in

Rinascita, Octolrt:t, 10r[0. The January
numbcr of thc sllnrc rcview has a paper
by Ruggicro Gricco on the ncw phase of
the stnrgglc. Ifc exposes the inadequacy
of thc lzrrv projcctcd by De Gasperi and
puts forrvu"rtl r scries of demands on
bchalf of the pcaslntry. He delines the
correct l\Iarxist attitude to the problem

as follolvs: Italy is in pzr,ssage from a
feudul to a bourgcois system of agriculture, Ilcnce thc cxpropriation of thc
landlords and the crcation of small
peasant farms on ilne latifondia is t

progressir.c stcp. Wrile co-operatives
are to bc cncourlged, it would be futile,
in prcsent conrlitions, to call for compulsory socialisnr in farming. The duty
of the Communist Ptrrty is to furthcr the
peasaDt rnovemcnt in its prcsent form

by all

The most topical and important

articles for a,n lt)nglish reader are on the
agrarian question. The peasant nrovc-

ment in Itritry has no modern parallcl in

Great Britain, except for thc

lan<l-

seizurcs by flighland crofters in thc
1914-18 War. Albcrto Caracciolo, studying the background of the class strugglc
in the districts a.round Romc, 1870-lul5,
in Societd, December, 1949, expl:rins its

possiblc nrcans.
Rinascita, July, 1949, has a papcr by
Giulio r1e Rossi ol the internotional
policy of the Vaticu,n. Hc shows that the
Vaticen has airncrl lrt breaking down the
agrcemcnt rcachctl :rt Yllta in favour of a
war agairrst thc U.S.S.It. and tlre llastcrn
Democracies. The Popc has attacked the

historical context. Already, bcforc the

in thc ruin of Germtrny, and, if one stuck
to thcm, thoy woukl bring only ncw
disaster upon the German people. We
wcrc rcsolved to make a new foundation,
and this rcsolve was the sign of an effec-

unification of Italy, the deprcssion of thc
peasantry, both by feudal exploitttion
and encroachrnent on common riglrts,
and the accumulation of property in a
few hands, with thc neglect of arublc for

pasture, rvas reducing the Camp{rgna to
a dcsert. Caracciolo traccs the efforts,

tivc and gcnuinely political will to life.
The transformation of thc social structure, which lvas realiscd in the landreforrn, thc smashing of the grcat industriu,I concerns, and the educational
rofrrrrn, lleant a revolution in good
tmth. . . . A new politica.I class comes to

first of the Papal, then of the Italinn
govcrnmerrt, to incrcase the nunrbcrs
of peasant proprictors and in the sccond
case to induce capital investment in
agriculture. Ncithor lcgislation nor thc
Iiquidation of ecclcsiasticzrl estates hllve

A,,ro,,g the litenlry rrtielcs are criticisrns of iuch writers as Nictzsche and

to any serious extent. I'he Rom:rn
nobility 1r'orr every timc. Gradually,

nolitica,l
nower."
-

Srrtrc, In contrast to the

Modern

that if a work is Lr:rd artistically its
ideology will suffcr. For instancc they

judgc an agriculturtrl novcl by whether
it elurncrates the uppropriate points of
the Five-Ycar I'lan rtthcr than by
following tlrrough thc dcvcloprnent of
charactcrs living in a, Pcople's l)cmocracy. Also works arc criticiscd in isolation from thc gcneral body of art. Critic-

:t8d

It is clcar thab thc

Gcrmtrns

of the

succcedt,d

in

chccl<ing

thc systcnr of

lalt[ondia or in modcrrrising agriculture

however, the pcasants and agricultural
labourers have bccn drawn into the
intensive carnpaign waged in other parts
of Italy to demand land for their own
subsistence cconomy and bettcr conditions of tenurc or employment, I'his
resistance to cxploitation, thc author
insists, has donc at least as much as

practically obligcd to choose between
thcir religion and their country. I3y
allying with thc most reactionary sections of the bourgeoisie against tlrc
proletariat, the V:rtiuur has thrown thc

whole Catholic Church into danger.
Paolo Alatri studics the background of

the Catholic political movemcnt in Italy
in Societd' Julrc, 10,L9. Bcginning witir
the neo-Guelph and libcral Catholic move-

ments, he traccs the continuous subordination of th.e rnore progressive to
the more conservative elements in
Catholic political groupings,
Finally, readcrs will be interested in a
survcy of English culture since the two

wars by GiCnfranco Corsini, Societd,
Scptcmber, 1040. l'hc effect of the

"political rnarriagc bctween social democracy and corscrvatism" has been to

governmeDt rncasurcs to.n'ards forcing a
more scientilic mcthod of farrning on the

landlords. Duccio 'I'abet examines thc
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and mystical
intelligentsia,

exaggeration,
nce to-day has
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truc of thc rest of l'oland. the opening

tlrc brcak with thc past, rn'ith bourgcois
trarlitions, bccu clcarly mtdc." 'I'hcrc

of all opportunitics to thc neglected
pcasantry irr thc post-war pcriod is orlc
of tlrc tnost intcrcsting fcttrrres of

is warm praise for English Nlarxists, and

for tlrc work of the Modern
in particular.

Quarletlg

B.

rnodern I'olish life.

s.

(IIIrrl Plenum of thc Ccntrtr,l
Comrnittec of I'.Z.P.R'), Novembcr

Nowc Drogi

POLAND

*t ltit
-

l{spiibzesna

rlth-lllrh,

(Contemporary

1949.

of the Academu, 194G, No. 3, cntitlcrl
"'l'he Tinrc-Fnctor in the Pllnning oI
C:r,pital Invcstment," and a number of
articles in specialist industrial joururls
in recent ycars propounding various

thcories as to thc criteria to be used for
investment projects, 'l'hese carly contributions wcre revicwcd and criticised in
an articlc by P. Mstislavsky, "On fJrrors
illethodolog), in Economic Litcrature
on Industry and'I'ra,nsport," in Voprosi
Eltonomi,lti' 1948, No. rO. Whilc criticis-

ing the solutions propounded to dcte,
thc *'ritcr declared thc problem posed to

at which Gomulka, I(liszko

1949,

and

be an important or)c deserving furthcr
study by }larxists: but study in tcrms of
thc u,ctual problems of socialist economy.
The notion thnt any singlc fonnula, or
"cfficiency-trtio," coul<I bc simulta-

usually of poorer qualitl': over 5O, per
cent. of the peasants farmcd lroldings
of 2 hectares or lcss. For the nrost part
they were illiterate.'fhc Lrrgc lrrrtdhollers could on the otrc ltand rcprt'scnt
disturbanccs tts the result of ignttralcc,

ncously applied to all sphcrcs of produc-

2rrc now discussing

thc rclzrtion of the

,ruthor to the t:iiizen of the socialist
commrtnity. Thc letd in this rcspce.t rvtls
ci.ran by
llr Lhc
l-tro }linistcr,
l\[inistor- .Lrkub
.Il.ktrb Rertn:r"n.
given
il his sliccch to the Writers' Conferetrce

on the other arguc that the existcnce of

their cstates was essential for thc prcser-

of l'c[ruzrry, 1950' I'his discussion
should be oi considcrablc ilrterest and

vation of the Polish character of thc *rea,
for much the same reosons as Prussian

should give modcrn Polish litcrtrture'
hitherto inclinctl to Romanticism, a

landlords pleaded thtrt thcir cstatcs
werc strongholds of Gcrmanism itr thc

' l. th" iamine conditions of l9i!2

JForeigru Pwbniaatiarus

in

'Ihoughtj, publishctl irr l/arsazo rnd
Zods. No. 1, 1950.
An article in this issue bY IIcnrYk

nrc-1914 oeriod.

of

rrclv crnplursis and direction.

tlre

authorities

of a social cl

action of Polish dcmocrtts wcre the
death sentences passed on thc pcasant

of planning or industri.rl organisa-

tion and administration.

leaders comrnutcd.
The district of Lesko, the area of the

No. 3) and some criticism
of lbrnralism in statistics, thc discussion
to which chief interest atttrches during

miki,

1949,

hat concerning
oosing betwccn

originated
article by
flcolgntic
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Dkonomi,ki, 1049, No. 6,

and the I'hcory of llcproduction," by D.
Cherrromorclili; and "Some Qrrcstions of
thc Iilficiency of Investmelt in Sovict

Economy," by I'. Nfstislavsky. Sincc
tltcn a furthcr contribution has appearcd
19,1,9.

1'he issucs in this dcl:ate are tcchnical

of Gosplan, and organs of various
industria,l mir-ristries, dcal also with
cconornic qucstions, but generally in
connectiotr with morc particular problems

lr Voprosi

two further conttibutions to this discrrssion appearcd (frorn ecouomists):
"1lhc Dllicicncy of Capital Invcstment

in No. 11,

R. L.

U.S.S.R.
Thc two chief Soviet economic periodicirls devoted to thcoretical questions are

"I{oliday of

tion must bc rcjected.

{Tcrent types in
'l'he discussion
Bn

the
stia

oncs which can scurccly be summariscd
hcre. Suffice to say, that it benrs at least
somc a.ualogy with thc discussion in thc
20's and SO's among lVestern cconorrists
as to the "problem of cconornic calculation in a socialist cconomy": with thc
differencc that it takes pltrce in a nlarxist
setting and, not a priori, but in tcrms of
actual pl:urrring problems. In the past
it has been ir common practice for Sovict
industrics, iu choosing bctween diffcrent

technical ptojccts (c.g. one involving

large inititl construction costs, but

Iower subscqucnt opcrating costs, aud
another rvhich is chcaper to build initially, but yields lfghcr opcrating costs
in the futurc) to usc the devicc of a
"tcrm of rcpaymcnt" of thc original
invcstnrent. It was from a criticism of
this rnctlxrd that Strurnilin sttrted his
own solution (rvhich tumed on the fall
in value of comrnoditics ovcr time, as a
result of techrrical progress, enluncing
the productivity of labour). Othcr in<lustrirl cconomists advanced the notion

of a minimum "c{ficiency-ratio" oI

a "matginal cfliciency of investment"
(criticised by Nlstisltvsky as a notion
derivcd from l-rourgcois economics).
Among othcr articlcs of general

intercst over Llrc pcst two yelrs, onc may
mention irn article (h Voprosi llltononiki, 1948, No. 9), "Towards a 'l'hcory
of Railwty Rtrtcs," which discussed the
nerv schedulc of railway rates and its
signilicrnce in bringing the charges fbr

goods transport into line lvith the cost
of their transport, a concrcte illustration
ofthc meaning of Soviet discussion lbout
thc rtse of the law of value irr Soviet
cconomy.

M.

1).

l'cstrdlc Akademii Nazlu ,S.S.,S.R. No. 11,
19.tr9.

'fhc joumtrl of thc Academy of
Scienccs of thc U,S.S.R. contrins au imlrortant article by Profcssor (]. I'.
Scrdyuchenko, on N. Y. llarr, the

!'oundcr of thc Soviet School of Linguiscsscncc of thc llarxist vicw
of lrnguagc is tlurt it is itrscparuble from
thouglrt; it is communic:lblc thought.
'Ihouglrt and languagc are a social
prodrrct, but the social rclzr.tiol rntrst be
untlcrstood in u, rntrtcrialist and dialectica,l wly. The fundarncnttrl question in
linguistics, thc an.rlysis of hnguage in

tics.l Tlre

its devclopment, is thc origin of larrgutrge.

Spoken llngrragu origirriltcd sitlr the
introduction of filshioncrl tools; it was

preccdcd by langulrge bascd on a systcrn
sSrstern of
imagcs, not corrccpts.
A history of larrguage rnust ilrcludc not
only thc forrnal sirl.e, sounds and their

of gesturcs, a pre-logical

combirurtions, but mea"ning; this is
impossible to rnalysc without the
Iristory of matcritl culturc, 'I'hc naming
of things dcpcnds upolr their social

funclion.
Languagc is a wetrpon of the classstrugglc. 'l'he l:rngrrage ofl the Armcni*n

and Gcorgian fcudtl mling classes was
nrorc alikc thau cittrcr to the respectivc
popular llnguuge. I'his invalidates the

bourgcois conception of languages as
nativc to u'hole peoples, tlcrived frorn
als it wcrc by
distiuct r:rces. All lar,nguages are mixcd;
fusion is thc driving forcc of both social
and linguistic dcveloprncnt, But it is
possiblc to cla,ssify linguistic rnatcrial
nccorcling to the social stagc it represerrts.
Nl:rrr began to do this; much rema,ins to

anccstrnl languagcs spoken

be done.
an investrncrrt as a criterion-some even
1 See tlre Communication from Iilccnor F'ox on Academic:ur N. Y. Marr
Quurlcrly, Vol, 5, No. 2.
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Modern

Our Comtrihutors
Derek Chittoclc is a teacher, painter and illustrator and is art
critic of the Daily Worker.
Albert Fuchs is a Marxist philosophcr row residcnt in Vienna.
Roman Kein is a Soviet

litcrary critic.

John Lewis is Lecturer in Philosophy at Morley College, London.

T. J. N. O'Shea is an cconomist specialising in intcrnational
tradc.
Nn
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Library

,l[nI{E Marx }Iemorial Library announces, for thc information of
_lf students of Marxism, that it has receivcd a numLrer of issues of

the Mara-Engels Archiaes (in Russian), published by the Institute of
Marx, Engels and Lcnin in l\foscow. Among the important manuscripts
(for the most part previously unavailable) printed in this collection (in
thc original, with Ilussian translations) are:
Brr Kanr, Manx: l.Oeltonom,ische Manuslcripte 1857-1858;2. Chronologische Ausziige: a chronological rcview of the political history of
European countries from carly times to the middle of the seventeenth
century; 3. synopsis of 1\[organ's Ancient Society.
Bv F. ENcnr-s: l. "On Proudhon": a critical analysis of Proudhon's
book, General Idea of the Reoolution in the Nineteenth. Century. The MarxEngels-Lenin Institute attaches great importancc to this manuscript,
stating in thc Introduction: "The Manuscript on Proudhon is one more
proof of the ideological collaboration of Marx and Engels; it is a new
document reflecting onc of the episodes of the struggle by Marx and
Engels against Proudhonism."
2. Snvnnar, I{rsronrcar, MaNuscupts. T}re most important is the
first part of Engels' book on the histoly of Ireland, which he was
writing in 1809-?0. It lvas to have been an important work, but it was
never completed. Karl Marx, writing to his daughter Jenny in May,
1870, said: "The history of Ireland by Engels . . . will be interesting in

the highest degree."
Terms of membership of the lfarx Memorial Library may be had on
application to thc Librarian, l!trarx Dlemorial Library, 37e Clerkenwell
Green, London, D.C.1.
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